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VANS AGAIN
ON STAND
WOULD NOT SAY HE CARE-
FULLY READ CERTAIN
LETTERS.
SINS Of MENTAL
INSTABILITY IN LETTERS
OTEIER EXPERTS WILL FOL-
LOW EVANS, THREE FOR
PROSECUTION.
.Expert Testimony is the Only Thing
in Sight for Next Few
Dee*.
•
New York, Feb. 28.—Dr. Evans
was recalled in the Thaw case when
court reconvened, and his cross-ex-
zorination was resumed' by Mr. le-
roeie. When court adjourned last
claming Dr, Evans N aS given copies
• the letters which are in evidence,
as well as the will and codicil, that
he sitsy be prepared for cross-exami-
nation on Ins theory that the docu-
meats contain evidence of an unsound
in:nd.•
e Mr- Jerome spent JO minutes in an
.effort to have. Dr. Evans say he had
-i_arefully" read the documents. Ile
would only go as far as saying he
had. done the beat he could Mr. Je-
rome told him to go ahead and read
them anan. and the witness proceed
oil to do so.
Dr Evans finally stated that sty
e-al of the letters bore no addresses.
and were therefore, of little use in
It< attempt to discover whether the
writer was of sound mind.
"Do any of those letters show that
the writer was insaner asked the
d'staCct attorney.
Mental Inability. •
"Some of them in my opinion,
• 'ow signs of inestal instability."
• "by •mental instability.' do you4"
yeast insanity?"
"Not insanity in the sense that he
wsuld remain permanently insane."
Dr. Evans went into a bog espia-
l' 
station of the reason for his theory
that the letters showed mental in-
stability A letter written by a lead
penAl by Thaw to Miss Nesbit,
showed lack of sense of the propn-
e:ies, a loss of the aesthetic sense
and various other things which the
doctor believed showed the writer
was of unsound mind, in view of the
ervironment of wealth and luxury on
which he had been reared. Dr. Evans
also said some of the letters were
at:dressed to the girl for whose hand
the writer was suing.
'Would the fact that the writer
;lad been traveling through Europe
with the young woman as man and
wife. though not married, have any
on your opinion?"
" replied Dr. Evans, "for a
under _these circumstances may
the woman just as much as
she were bound to ham by
er.tits."
"Does that fetter, taken alone and
entirely separate from everything else
in the case show a pathological con-
dition on the part of the writert"
asked Mr. Jerome.
It took nearly half an hour and
many questions to secure the wished
for answer. Dr. Evans finally said
that if the letter had been handed
i-im without his knowing who wrote
it or any of the circumstances, he
would not be able to form any opin-
ion regarding the pathological con-
dition of the writer.
-
IX15ERT TESTIMONY
-Only Thing in Sight in Thaw Trial
For Day or Two.
New York, Feb 28—The immedi-
ate future in the Thaw trial shows
nothing except expert testimony. Dr.
Britton D. Evans, superintendent of
the agylum at Morris Plains, N. J.,
resumed the stand today and Mr. Je-
rome continued the searching cross-
examination which took up practi-
cally all of yesterday's session.
tir. Evans, today told what signs
of that particular species of insanity
knlown as melancholia that he finds in
Harry K. Thaw's letters and in the
will and the codicil thereto which
hears the date of April g, 1905, the
date on twitch Thaw 'and Evelyn
Nesbit were married. Dr. Evans will
probably spend most of the day on
the stand.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
ACCIDENTALLY ASSISTANT TO
SHOT HIMSELF CITY ENGINEER
OFFICER WM. JOHNSON'S RE-
VOLVER FELL FROM
HIS POCKET.
BULLET PIERCED FLESHY
PORTION OF HIS FOOT
MRS. PHIL STEWART RESTING
WELL FROM APPENDICITIS
OPERATION.
Maple Abernathy Gradually Recover-
ing from Effects of Injury—Bailey
Child Quite Ill.
Patrolman William Johnson of the
Broadway squad is laid up at his resi-
dence on Sixth and Harrison streets
with his right foot causing hint much
pain, as result of accidentally shoot-
ing himeslf last evening about 7
o'clock. His pistol fell from his pocket
white running to catch a street car,
and he will be laid up some day s as
a consequence. It is only a flesh
wound,
Officer Johnson had been home to
supper when trouble broke out be-
teen some boisterous people down
about Second and Kentucky avenue.
This being on the patrolman's dis-
trict, Lieutenant Thomas Potter tele-
phoned Officer Johnson to hurry
downtown to make some arrests. The
patrolman dashed out of the Sixth and
Harrison street home and raced to-
wards Sixth and Madison to catch an
approaching car. He was running
out in the street when the revolver
fell from his pocket, and striking the
ground, disiharged. Officer Johnson
felt a tingling pain in his right foot,
but quickly grabbing up the gun,
jumped aboard the car and came on
down to the city halt. There he ex-
amined his foot and found his shoe
filling with blood. He then saw that
the bullet entered the soft part of the
leather right where the shoe upper is
aeiker cnto the sole, underneath the
right inatep. The bullet came out of
the other side after ploughing it'
way through the ALA, but fortunately
did not strike any bone. It was a
thirty-eight calibre bullet, and after
having the-foot attended to the popu-
lar policeman went home where he
will probably have to lay up a week
or so nursing the injury. He con-
sidered himself unusually fortunate
that the bullet did not strike three
inchogs higher and shatter his ankle.
Appendicitis Operation.
Mrs Phil Stewart is resting well at
Riverside hospital this morning at
3 o'clock, but it is too early after the
operation for appendicitis to predicate
the ontcome of the attack. She was
stricken Wednesday night with this
ailment and inansgeliately moved to
the hospital, where she was operated
on at 3 o'clock yesterday morning. She
is the wife Of the physician and alder-
man.
Boy Improving.
Maple 'Abernathy of West 
.
Ten-
nessee street is gradually recovering
from the injuries inflicted when a nail
caught his abdomen and snagged a
big hole in it as he was sliding down
the stair banker of the Dixie Mills on
Eighth and Jones streets, where he
was employed. He will probably be
able to attend court next week when
Foreman Walter Taylor of the mills
will be tried for malicious mischief,
Taylor being accused of putting the
nail on the banister in attempting to
prevent the boys from sliding down.
Scarlet Fever.
The little son of Mr. Arthur Bailey
continues quite sick with scarlet fever
at their home on Broadway near
Twelfth street.
POSTOFFICE ROBBED.
Deputy Marshal 'Wade Brown Went
Down to Investigate the Case.
Deputy United States Marshal
Wade Brown left last evening for a
point near Wickliffe, he having re-
ceived word yesterday morning that
one of the postofficea in that vicinity
had been robbed the night before.
He went on the train as far as he
could go in Ballard county, when
he took a buggleand drove through
to the place. particulars of the
robbery have not been received.
—This afternoon at 2 o'clock Ever-
green circle, Woodmen of the World,
meets at Broadfoot's hall on Third
and Elizabeth streets,
MR. STANLEY MILLER RE-
SIGNS, EFFECTIVE
MARCH i.
GOES TO SAN FRANCISCO
TO TAKE FINE POSITION
MR. RUMSEY BRADSHAW, AN-
OTHER ASSISTANT, BE-
COMES SHOE DRUMMER.
City Engineer Washington Will Leave
Tomorrow For Visit to Father
In Virginia.
Assis:ant City Engineer Stanley
Miller has tendered his resignation
to City Engineer L. A. Washington,
effective March 15, at which time he
goes to San Francisco to accept a
responsible engineering position with
a large firm at a very handsome
salary.
Mr. Miller is one of the most apt
and efficient young engineers ever in
this erection, his services having been
procured last summer by the city
engineer, who brought thy other from
Mexico ndhere had been occupying
responsible positions with large con-
cerns. While here all his time has
been devoted to superaising contruc-
tion of the new sanitary sewerage
system that is now being laid in dis-
trict No. a. his progressive workman-
ship shows the skilled man 'he is and
the engineer regrets much to lose
him, but the San Francisco offer
could not be rejected by Mr. :Stiller,
it being of such a flattering nature.
Mr. Washington is now looking
around for a suitable man to take
the important place vacated.
Mr. Rumsey Bradshaw, who has
been one of the able assistants in the
city engineer's office for five years
past, has resigned his position to
abandon the prolkasion alleogether.
having accepted a place as traveling
representative through the South for
the several wholesale shoe factories
his brother, Ifr. Miller Bradshaw, has
been connected with for several years
back. The two travel together for
the-first few month', and leave Mon-
day on their initial joint trip.
Mr. Bradshaw has been the main
man outside the office and thoroughly
;mete:stood his business.
Engineer Washington leases tomor-
row for Westmoreland county, Vir-
ginia. to spend ten doys visiting his
father, During the engineer's absence
the office will be looked after by his
..sisiant, Mr. Robert B Richardson.
This is the dull season for the engi-
neering department, which does not
have to look after during the cold
period an immense volume of busi-
ness and public improvements as dur-
ing the warm seaters hence Mr.
Washington always takes his vaca-
tion* when things are little quiet in
his department, as it is more conven-
ient for Om to then be away from
the city.
There is practically nothing to be
looked after now by his force, except
the new sanitary sewerage work, and
as in drawing the plans lie outlined
the entire work in general it now
takes only a man or two on the works
to see, that Contractor Bridges is
performing the undertaking properly,
from an engineering standpoint.
Mr. Bridges has large forces of
men at work on three different streets
now with the new sewer mains, one
gang laboring. on Eleventh between
Tennessee and Norton, another on
Tenth between Jackson and Ten-
nesace, and the other on the main
brck sewer which has torred into
Twelfth street from Kentucky avenue
and is now being carried over towards
Br nad-way.
VISITING DIVINE.
•••••••••••••
Rev. Smytheon of Smithland Preaches
Tonight At Rescue Mission.
••••MMI••••
Rev. SmytIrson of Smithland will
preach this evening at the Union Res-
cue Mission on South Third street,
and all are cordially invited to come
out and hear him. Although a full
bred 'Irishman he is a Methodist di-
vine, and one of great eloquence and
force.
Last evening Mrs. Wasson preached
again at the mission, and although
there were no conversions, twelve
were at the altar for prayer.
—Mrs. George C. Kolb is able to
be out again. She was accidentally
shot two months ago by her husband
who though site was a burglar in their
bed room at the residence on nth
and Clark
k VOL 23,1NUMBER 265
ANNUAL PURIM IMORE FINANCES
FEAST DANCE FOR HOSPITAL
TEMP} E ISREAL CHILDREN
ENALYED GRAND AFFAIR
P LAST EVENING.
RETAIL CLERKS' ANNUAL
BALL FINE SUCCESS
INSTRIJCTIVE LECTURE BY
RI'V. G. W. BANKS LAST
EVENING.
Tonight the Church Furnishing So-
ciety kntertains at First Christian
Church—Social News.
The
day sc
annual
congre
rooms
and F
uldren of Temple Isreal Sun-
ol last evening enjoyed the
lance tendered them by the
tion at The Standard club-
n Broadway between Fourth
h streets. It was celebrative
of the Feast of Purim and -several
hundred of the little folks spent many
happy hours dancing and indulging
in otheh amusements.
Grand Success.
The Retail Clerks' union of the city
has every reason to fell proud of the
grand success attained:by the first of
their annual balls given last evening
at the Eagles' Home on Sixth and
Broadwng,, Several hundred dancers
were ir floor and indulged in ono
of th oat enjoyable occasions of
many months.
Fine Evening Spent.
The trembers and friends of High
Leginiirenjoyed a social last evening,
sperwair several happy hours at the
lodgereom in the Woodmen of tie
World hall on North Fourth street.
•••111•••••
Instructive Lecture.
\Peri instrnetivo and highly enter-
taining was the lecture delivered last
evenince Rev. G. W. Banks of the
Trimbr street Methodist church on
"Ifors,ck Through Palesitine." He
presentM the interesting resume at
the entestainrnent given in the West
Tennessee street Methodist church by
the ladles of that congregation. The
evening opened with an attractive
musical program, and Dr. Banks be-
gan at 8 o'clock his lecture, which
held the large concourse in close at-
tention for over an hour, during
Which time he pointed out many fine
features of his trip through that
foreign country several years ago.
• Entertain Tonight.
The Church Furnishing society
ladies. of the First Christian church
entertain this evening at the lecture
room of the church, and a large crowd
will be present. The corrected pro-
gram is.
. Trio— at isa Mary Bondurant.
Clark and Robert Bondurant.
2. Vocal solo—Mr. Richard Scott.
3. Recitations—Wm. Brazleton.
4. Instrumental duet—Miss Ada
Brazelton and Mrs. George B. Hart.
5. Vocal solo—Mr. Emmet Beery.
6. Quartette—Mrs. Lela Lewis.
Miss hfamic Dreyfuss, Messrs. Em-
mett, Bagby_and Curtis Polk.
7. Vocal solo—Miss Dryfuss.
8. Recitation—Miss Brook's Smith
oi.Vocal solo—Mks. Lela W. Lewis.
ro. Vocal solo, with violin and piano
accompaniments—Mr. Curtis Polk.
it, Cornet solo—Robert Bondurant.
ta Instrumental solo—Mr. Wtm.
Reddick.
Birthday Celebration.
Mrs. Charles Higgins of Metropolis
entertained a large party of friends
yesterday, complimentary to the sev-
enty-fifth anniversary of the birth of
her father, Mr. C. W. Wesemann.
Messrs. John fiessian and Henry
Shelton and their families attended
the affair, returning last evening.
Phillithea Club.
Mis Ruby Vance of 1236 Jefferson
entertains The Philathea club this
evening, complimentary to a member,
tans, Kate Richardson, who will be
married next Tuesday to MT. Oscar
Jones of San Bernadino, Cal.
Art Deportment.
The Art department of The Wom-
an's club meets at so o'clock tomor-
row morning with Miss Alice Comp-
ton at the residence of Mrs. abridge
Palmer of West Clark street. Greek
and Roman aretbitectore will be up
fot consideration,
ss-Yeatenday morning at daynght
fire destroyed Will Stroup's general
merchandise store at Cuba, Graves
'county, causing a $6,000 loss, with
-,4,S00 insurance Origin unknown.
DIRECTORS DESIRE ADDITION
TO THE ALLOWANCE
MADE.
NOT AS MUCH NEEDED
AS USED LAST YEAR
THE FINANCE COMMITTEE OF
GENERAL COUNCIL AS-
SEMBLES TODAY,
County Supervisors Yesterday Fin-
ished Hearing Protests and are
Now Noting the Changes.
'the board of directors for RiVer-
side hospital met yesterday afternoon
at the office of Mayor Yeiser and re-
mained in session about an hour talk-
ing over matters. It was the first
session this year, and there was ad-
mitted to the board President Pal-
mer of the aldermanic board and
President -Lindsay ot the council-
manic body, both of whom become
directors by virtue of their presiding
offices in the general council depart-
ments.
lite members talked over matters
and will have a committee to go be-
fore the finance committee of the
general council and see if arrange-
ments cannot be made whereby more
money nilt be allowed the hospital
for operating expenses this year. The
sum of $5.000 has been set aside
by the legislative authorities for this
purpose, but it took about $tr,000 to
run the place last year, the expenses
of 19°6 being several hundred dollars
more than the sum allowed by the
council, and the year's receipts from
the institution. •Some of the money
spent last year, however, was for per-
marent improvements that will not
have to be repeated during 1907,
therefore it will not take over $8,000
or $9,000 to run it during 1907. Ar-
rangements for getting more money
will be attempted. This financial
status was about the only thing be-
fore the board yesterday.
Finance Committee.
At 2•30 o'clock this afternoon the
joint finance committee of the gen-
eral council meets at the office of
City Auditor Kirkland and goes over
the claims held against the municipal-
ity, so they can be checked, found all
right and prepared for allowance at
the board meeting next week.
The committee will also take up
the question of employing a "com-
mittee clerk" whose duties will be to
look after the detail work incidental
to meetings of various committeet
for purpose of considering the ques-
tions referred them by the full boards,
in order to intelligently report what
definite action ghoul(' he taken on
every proposition.
Another thing referred to the
financial department is that of seeing
if the city will have enough money
out of which to help the Daughters
of the Amercan Revoluton put pub-
lic drinking fountains around thc.
city, the ladies desiring one at Sev-
enth and Broadway, one at Second
and Broadway, and one at the county
court house yard.
Still another question of 'impor-
tance to be considered this afternoon
is whether there can be allowed out
of the municipal treasury an increase
to $too per month of the $70 Per
month donation the city has made
for years towards maintainance the
Home of the Friendless.
County Supervisors.
The county ,orpervisors yesterday
finished hearing protests from prop-
city owners whose assessments were
raised for county and state tax pur-
poses. Now the board members are
adding in red ink on the assessor's
book, the increase§ and dIncreases
made. Pt. will take them several days
to do this, when the boas are then
handed back to County Assessor Wes
Troutman for him to add up the total
assessments preparatory to passing
the documents in to the county
clerk's office.
—A thin, wrinkled, yellow faced
white woman 50 years of age, and
who wears a fascinator over her bead,
has been begging around constantly
of late, and Secretary Jap Toner of
The Charity club says his investiga-
tions developed she in unworthy of
aid. She goes by the names of Daw-
son, Thomas or Hays.
BROUGHT BACK
COPY OF PLANS
ONLY ONE PADUCAH CON..
TRACTOR SCANNED THE
DRAWINGS,
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
PASS ON DRAWINGS
DOCUMENTS WILL NECESSL
TATE EXPENDITURE OP
Sras,000.
The Architect States Most of Time
Would Be Consumed Working
Below Surface.
President Robert L. Reeves, of the
First National bank, has brought back
from St. Louis a copy of the plane
and specifications for the handsome
ten-story stone and brick building the
financial institution is to erect at
Third and Broadway. 'The president
says the drawings and specifiecations
will be submitted for thesfinal time to
the bauk directors next neck, so if
they have thought of any changes or
alterations they desire made since last
going over the document they can do
so. The aschitect is waiting on them
and it is thought they can think of
nothin.; they want changed, 'hence no
alteration is probable. Mr. Reeves
next week takes the copy back to Sc
Louis and leaves it with the architect
who will be instructed to commence
taking bids on the proposed structurp
so the contract can be let.
Only one Paducah eontraetar even
desired to look over the plans for
the structure, and he does not want
to bid en the work on account of the
immensity of the undertaking'. This
bank invited aH local contractors is
figure on the structure, but they pre-
fer not to riasume -the reaposibility,
as it will be the finest structure ever
erected in this city in the way of
office building and brotinesa block.
Mr. Reeves thinks the contract will
he, let by the first of April, and while
the successful bidder is getting -his
material here, the bank will move idle
sonic temporary location to remain
until the buildingis completed, which
will not be finished until the first of
the year.
The St. Louis architect informed
President Reeves that the most time
would be consumed in preparing that
portion of the new building that wilt
be below the earth's surface This
structure, being ten stories high and
of the heaviest and most substantial
material possible, it is necessary, to
get the strongest and safest of WSW
dations, therefore the contractors vAll
have to dig thirty or forty feet below
the surface to strike solid ground.
After once getting above the surface
the structure will go hurriedly to-
wards completion.
A number of the big office building
contractors of St. Louis and other
cities have already looked over the
plans :11 the office of the architect and
quite a number of proposals will be
put in. -The arebitect .eannot tell to
the exact figure, but informed Presi-
dent Reeves while the latter was over
there this week that the plans would
call for the expenditure of about
$ f 25.000.
M. Wallace Weil, one of the di-
rectors of the bank, accompanied Mr.
Reeves on the trip and both are well'
pleased with the drawings.
The entire community is anxiously
awaiting commencement of work on
the ,structure, which will be the hand-
soniest ?marling in the stare outside
of Louisville, is hen completed.
SHOT IN SELF DEFENSE.
Letter From jara Angeles Said That
Young Stroud Would be
Acquitted.
Other friends in this city have res
ceived letters from acquaintances in
Los Angeles, Cal., stating that Thom.
as Stroud killed a man there the
night of Saturday, February 16. One
letter said Young Stroud shot the
man to death, but that it was done in
self defense, and his friends out there
were oonfident of his acquittal. Noth-
ing thus far has been received giVithat
full particulars.
—Yesterday at-Frankfort the appel•
late 'court called and docketed for
trial this term the litigation wherehe
Colonel Joseph E. Potter is claiming
be-is the marketmaster of Paducah.
skhile Charles Bell contends hi is.
Briefs were submitted yesterday to
the appellate bench front whence a,
decision is shortly ezepected.
•
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skill, and inventiveness would have
done their viork, and methods of pro-
duction from oil wells, of transporta-
tion, of refiring, of availing of by
products, of lowering cost and price
would have been improved and per-
fected as speedily and in as full
measure and with snuck more benefic-
ent results. Organization and agility
thus unhampered would Slave had
sufficient incentive and would have
psoved equal to their opportunities.
"It may have been necessary to go
through this kind of experience in the
material development of the past
gsueration in order to clear our ethi-
cal ideas and establish civilized stan-
e.ards in business. But if offenses of
this kind must come, wo unto those
by whom they come. They can not
clear themselves by any pretense that
good has come from the evil they
have done. Greater good will hence-
forth come from observance of prin-
ciples of justice, honesty, and equity
in deakngs among men."
A qualified good word for the Stan-
dard is spoken by The Wall Street
Journal. which thinks that the ar-
raignment " does nut give due promi-
nence to what might be said to the
advantage of the company." We
read:
"For instance, the Standard has
g:ven a striking illustration of the
value of the organization of industry
on a large scale so as to lower the
cast of commodities to the consumers.
The report contende indeed, that
there is little basis for the claim that
of rivals "is systematically obtained :he enormqu, profits of the Standard
from ritilroad employes:" that the Oil company are the legitimate re-
sult of its economies. That they are
the result in large part of unfair com-
petitive methods and various schemes
for gaining control of the trade there
can be no doubt, but surely some
allowance must be given for the fine
coganization with which the Rocke-
feller name is associated. Then the
report gives no recognition of the
fact that the Standard Oil company
is snot an over capitalized concern.
In 0'4 respect it stands conspicuous
among corporations. It is guilty, in-
died, of consistent and gross viola-
tions of the principles of publicity in
its dealings with the public and the
investor, but it has certainly inspired
admiration for the strength and gen-
us of its management. • • • • •
"The problem reduces itself into
this; Retain all the eccinornic ad-
vantages of combination by uhich
, wastes arc prevented and competition
' practically ever,' crime ii44in" I fairly regulated, but sternly and vig-
inditidnal and society at !aegis I orously prevent the abuses and
• :otit murder, assault, and mayhem." nanny of monopoly. Dower"
Vet the commission offers little in
the way or remedy, beyond saggest-
i that the government may find it
ii si scary to fix rates and regulations
for the transportation of oil, and to
vtissociate the business of trarieporta-
tien from that of production and dis-
tribution. "In fact." says the New
York Times. "a reading of the report
leaves on the mind the impression
that the commission has found the
subject 2 little test3 large for its sug-
Tees tive and corrective resources."
The Newark News, however, thinks
that the remedy "may safely be left
to the people themselves, who may
be trusted to deal justly with a mil-
inspoly so inimical not only to their
eights but to the very genius df
American institutions." The New
York Journal of Commerce examines
the two lines of defense often ad-
vanced for this particular Nuonopoly..
'We read:
"One has been the 'denial that it
bailt up its power over the industry
of producing, refining, distributing.
met rearketiug mineral oil and its pro-
ducts by .tinlawful or wrongful means,
and the other that, regar.dless of its
method of obtaining results, these
were beneficial to the consuming pub-
1:c in improving the quality and
cheapening the cost of illuminating
oil The first has been utterly
moliehed by the exposure of the in-
f:motis proceedings by which the
power of the monopoly was attained
and has been continued until now . .
"But the plea remains that these
eel methods have served a good end,
economically nna commercially.
They would by no means be justified
if this were trite. The assumed econ-
cmic benefit woeld be no compensa-
tion .for the wrongs done to thotts-
arids of individuals ‘ri the ruin . of
their business, and the wreck of the
lives and the utter 'demoralization of !feminine fashion.
baiiness standards involved in sue- In svite of' their moral strength,
men always want some one in whom
-they can confide. What encourage-
ment can they expect from a woman
who knows how to weep, and regards
it as undignified?
••••
Hero Dies Trying to Save Others.
. Piqua. 0., Feb. 28.—In attempting
to save a woman with a baby in her
arms from &Ch. Aaron Alexander
was himself struck and killed. by a
northbound Cincinnati. Hamilton and
Dayton passenger train today. The
Standard " has sold different grades
• ! oil at different prices from the
same barrels;" that it "has paid cm-
ployees of independent oil companies
for information," and "has tampered
with tile oil inspectors of different
states," and that " it buys advertising
space .in many newspapers, which it
fills. not with advertisements, but
with reading-matter prepared by
agents kept for that purpo,e." The
charge last cited is the only one that
eiaims novelty. Another interesting
ststentent, however has 'it that the
railroads, for some reasois best
known to themselves, buy lubricating
oil from thesmonopoly. while "oils
'of the 'one grade could be bought in
the market for about half Vac price."
This report, remarks the New York
Evening Mail, "is not a dull rehash
of rumor," but an official indictmens
of an Airnerican industrial enterprise
•
a
.4/ 
•
Official evidonce
Hgainot Clx Stand-
ard Oil Company
masa/ft.fts..
(I.itcrary Digest.)
With nearly a thousand indictments
.itgainst it in various hties—among
!which Findlay, Ohio, takes the lead
'with 939—and a cithl suit in St. Louis
'for its dissolution, the Standard Oil
company would seem to be already
sorely beset. Yet the Interstate
Commerce commission, tiliose activi-
ties have been so much in evidence
of late, chooses this moment to lay
before congress the most scathing
arraignment of the Standard's meth-
ods that has yet nppeared in any pub-
lic document. A year ago the Inter-
state Commerce commission was au-
thorized to investigate thc relations
between the railroads and Standard
Oil. Although its report, now pub-
lished, contains only one new charge,
It is regarded by the press as of great
Importance since it is an otlicSal pre-
sentation and summing-up of evi-
dence taken under oath. It exhibits
the Goliath anteing corporations as
"a bully and sneak," says the Chicago
Record-Herald. The comnaission as-
sured congress that "the ruin of its'
ecmpetitors has been a distinct part
of the policy of the Standard Oil
company;" that "possession of the
pipe-kne enables it absolutely to con-
trol the price of crude petroleum and
the price which its competitors shall
Pte." that " the railroads' right of
wry has generally stood as a Chinese
wall against all attempts to extend
riae-fines" by the Standard's rivals;
that information about the shipments
FEMININE TEARS TOUCH
HEARTS OF STERNER SEX
ce‘e by infamous means. It would
compensate in no degree for the
Farm done in the public wcal by ex-
tinguishing competition and estab-
li';iiing monopoly, which is forever
opposed to ,sound public policy and
the general good. But have there
ibeen any such 'beneficial results
which coniti have been attained by
odhering to honorable methods and
'jest principles?* "* *
"If there had been a fair field and
no favor. With the forces of corn- woman and child were uninjured. The ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
'petition in fun play, capital, ability. AC cident occurred at a grade crossing. AND GET RESULTS. '
, .
It is considered unbecoming by wo-
men to shed tears when in trouble.
They are placing themeslves on an
equality with men in all ways, and,
as men arc supposed never to be
guilty of such weakness, women also
must imitate this stoicism and develop
hardness or strong-mindednesiewhich-
ever we may chose to call it. It is
very questionable if this is good for
women in any any; it is a relief to
shed 'ears, and many a man would be
glad if it were not regarded 'as cow-
ardice for him to weep. It is nature's
method, or one of her methods, of
assuaging grief, and the inability 'to
indulge in tears leads many inen to
drink as a mearis of giving vent to
their feelings.
From another point of view, how-
ever, this stoicism is certainly preju-
dicial; that is, in the chances of mar-
riage. Whatever men may say, it is
inhereat in them to like a tender wo-
man; they see in her one vi-ho will
sympathize with them, and who will
come to them for sympathy. No man
really likes to see a woman cry, for
it hurts him and makes hint uncom-
fortable until lie can do something to
relieve 'her, but all men prefer a wo-
man who can and does cry. Not a
foolish, faint-hearted specimen of hu-
manity, who flops down at any trou-
ble, however small, but reallly a ten-
der-hearted creature who, although
brave enough, does not try to encase
herself in a kind of additional outer
skin, or suit of mail, that will render
her proof against sentiment. A. wo-
man of that sort, they not ennaturany
imagine, will be a very undesirable
helpmeet in this world of 'ups and
downs, and they look for one who has
not lot:a:the ability to weep in true
TRIM LANG
PARK TREES
PRESIDENT D. G. MURRELL
WILL HAVE SOMETHING
DONE SOON,
Work Will Be Resumed When the
Improvement of West Clay
Street is Started.
These are many large trees in long
park, at Fountain avenue mkt Madi-
son street, and numerous limbs have
broken end are dangling around, This
is the time of the year for trees to he
trimmed, and President D. G. ?Ariell
of the park commission, aill have
something ihme with these soon, so
that they can be sprouting out afresh
when spring opens.
The work of filling the park up with
dirt wilt be resumed when good
weather comes again. Contractor Wil-
liam Husbands via.; last fall let the
contrast by the board of public work,
to improve West Clay street by giiail-
ing and graveling. The dirt taken eft
Clay was hauled over to the park,
several blocks distant, and dumped
there. Bad weather compelled the
contractor to stop the Clay street
work, hence no dirt being available.
the park filling had to be discontinued
%Vhen Clay street work is started
again the commission will Will hav-
ing the dirt brought over and put the
park in tine condition,
Iii this park will stand the moral-
rnent of Gen. Tilghman to Ix. erect-
ed by the confederate veterans and
Daughters of the Confederacy
An Old Man's Advice on Choosing a
Husband.
Henry Arthur. ones, iiithose plays,
"Mrs. Dane', Defense" and "The
I fypozrites." are now attracting so
much attention, brings out a new play
in The American Nfagazine for March
The chief character is an extraordi-
nary man 75 years old, who, face to
face a ith death, goes on enjoying life
and making great plans. One of 'his
friends is a young girl, who, during
the old man's moments of relaxation,
listens to his wisdom.
The veil is withdrawn from the fully
ripened and completed individuality
The end, soon to come, brings its
oan philosophy and engenders frank
ness of speech.
Here is advice on choosing a hus-
band:
"Take care how you choose your
partner for life. You'll havel'a wide
choice, and all your future happiness,
and the happiness perhaps of many
generations to come, will depend on
the one moment when you say 'Yes'
to one of the scores of young fellows
who'll ask you to he his wife. Take
care, dear! Take care! Look him
thoroughly up and down! Be sure
that lie has a good, full, open eye
that can look you straight in the face.
and he sure that the whites of his
eyes are clear. Take care he hasn't
got a queer-shaped head, or a low
forehead.
"A good, round head, and a good.
full, high forehead, do you bear?
Notice the grip of his hand when lie
shakes hands with you! Take care it's
strong and firm, and not cold and dry.
No young man should have a cold,
dry hand. Don't say 'Yes' till you've
seen him out of trousers, in riding
dress or court • dress. took at thc
shape of his legs— agood, well-shaped
leg, eh. Peggie? And take Care it is
his leg! See that he'a well-knit and a
little lean, not flabby; doesn't squint;
doesn't stammer; hasn't got any 'wry-
one tricks or twitchinge.
"Don't marry a bald man!' They
say we shall all be bald in ten genera-
tions. Wait ten generations, Peggie,
and then don't marry a bald man!
Can you remember all this, dear?
Watch his walk! See that he has a
good, springy step, and feet made of
elastic—can do his four or five miles
an hour without turning a 'hair. Don't
have him if he has a cough in the
winter 'or the spring.
"Young men ought never to have
cough. And be sure he can laugh
well and heartily—not a snigger, or a
wheeze, or a cackle, but a good, deep,
hearty laugh right down from she
bottom of his chest. And if he has a
little money, or even a good bit, so
much the better! There now! You
choose a man like that. Peggie. and
won't promise you that you'll be
happy, but if you're not it won't be
your fault, and it won't be his, and it
won't he mine!"
A White Crow.
The annual show of the Vermillion
county, Illinois, Poultry association,
last week 'had as one of the entries a
-white crow. The bird was taken from
a nest last spring by James Jones, a
farmer near State Line, Ind. Every
feather is white, as are also the beak
and legs The eyes are blue. All the
other birds in the nest were black.—
Indiana Farmer.
Girls in Odd Occupations.
Miss Louise Clreatain makes her
living by raising and training native
song birds,near the popular winter re-
sort of Aiken. S. C. :Beagle raising is
the profitable occupation of another
young lady. a Miss Ascii, also Pear
Aiken.
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Wallpaper
Is the rime to Buy
Wall paper
We have the largest line of up-to-date wall paper
in the city and ot the most striking prices
picture g picture
frames 0 frames
C• c• Lee
for Tour picture frames
315 BROADWAY
Are
"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG THINGS"
The Pennies, Nickels, Dines and Quaffs Make the Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE 110W. SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH
ONE DOLLAR WE INVITE SMALL ACCOUNTS,
MECHANIC'S
FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK
310 Broadway
GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.
Capital stock $ 1 00,000
Surplus  $34,006
Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
to business intrusted to us.
G. W. ROBERTSON, Prest. N. W. VAN CULIN, Cashier.
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Both Phones, No. ego.
INSURE WITH"--
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Office 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1694
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From Isaac Shelby to I. C. W. Beckham
ALL or 
KENTUCVY'S GOVERNORS
The First Time Their Pictures Hate Ever
Been Published. FREE
The neeeine rost fins for several yea-s e aieseevedi to secure Met urea ..f sill Kentlicky
Coverours aed has at 1...it aucceeded iu set.aing them throu‘h the assistance of the Ken-
tucky State Historical society. 0
hooter to place these pictures in a permanent form, they have been ertangee bin
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IPIS Canal, Faatern and Western Hemisphere, reports of the last three national censusand much other historical information.
This wakes and vainabie atlas Is FREE I* ALL EVENINO OtIlt SUBSCRIBERS.If not now a aatawribee send 11,,,06) fora full year's subscription by mail or $2 oo for sin'
month's snhacription. Vsulerstand that these rates are ,by matl only nod that the sub-
scription t rice by carrier or agent is so cents per week..
The Peening Post publishes six or more editions dilly and the latest edition is sent to
each reader according to the time that it will reach them.
The Evening Post is first in everything and has the moat State news and best
market reports.
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Independent a I ways.
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I Blew's PharmacyMakes Two Special RemediesWHICH ARE DISPENSED UPON' ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE WHEREVER SOLD
These are RED GUM COUGH SYRUP, a cure when others 
-(
fail, and BLEW'S STOMACH TABLETS, the cure for indi- SOLD IN
gesdon. Both conform to Uncle Sam's Pure Food.84 Drug Act
11111MONIk• 4 
PADUCAH BY LANG BROTHERS
TRUSTEE ORDERED TO SELL
I ALL REHKOPF'S PROPERTY
IT WILL BE CONVERTED INTO CASH SO THE CREDITO
RS
CAN BE PAID OFF ACCORDING TO DIRECTION OF
REFEREE •BAGBY, WHO YESTERDAY ON ANOTHER POINT
EXAMINED MR. REHKOPF IN HIS SICK ROOM—SHERIFF
OGIVIE EXECUTED BOND FOR THIS YEAR'S COLLECTIONS
TWO SUITS FOR DIVORCE FILED AND TWO DIVORCES
GRANTED TO OTHER PARTIES—AMONG THE COURTS.
N.. ebject  being eutered yester-
-Slay before Referee Bagby of the
• 
tankrupt court, be issued an order
I • sitrecting Trustee A. F.. Boyd of the
E. Rehkopf individual bankrupt case
to sell all the property owend by Mr.
IRehkopf in his own name, thereby
converting it into cash to pay off the
indebtedness outstanding.
The trustee last week filed his peti-
tion asking the court for permission
to sell the prcperties, and Mr. Bagby
set the mater for hearing yesterday
in order that anyone could object if
they desire to the contemplated sale
No exceptions being lodged, the
necessary authority was given, the
date of the sale to be set immediately
The property to be sold consists
of the 3 three-ssory br:ela buildings
occupied by the Rehkopf firm on the
West side of South Se-and between
Broadway and Kentncky avenne be-
tween Thied and Fourth streeta; the
lanyard in Nfechanicsborg; two resi-
4. ‘Vashington Lateen Fifth
and Fianth, and one residence on
Washington bete/eta Filth and Sixth
Re'r see Bayby yeaterasy personally
examined Mr. Rehkopf at the latter'.
home an Washington street where he
is confined with ii'ness lie is able
so sit up and wanted to come to the
referee's 4.ffice for the examination,
but hit physicians would not let him
risk his health by venturing out, so
the referee went to hi: home. The
point examined in was regarding what
disposition shall be m-de of about
Waco received from a New Orleans
firm for goods sold tbens. Trustee
Cecil Reed of the Rel.kopf bankrupt
firm claims the money belongs to the
• firm. while Trustee Bossl of the Reh-
Lop( individual Case. aontend. the
money belongs to Mr. Rehkopf per-
sonally The point is aet to he set-
tled by the referee. v lin by the ex-
amination is gathering fact' on which
to base his decision.
Sheriff's Bond.
Sher:if John W. Ogilvie yesterday
executed in the county court his bond
for collections during 1907. his
Surety is the United States Fidelity
and Casualty company of Baltimore.
Maryland. with agent here of Be-
bout Se Smith, the insurance people
Claims Abandonment
Retha Thompson was married to
SOUTH WANTS .. .
• . ... OLIVER NAMED.
Many Telegrams Urge His Appoint-
ment on Panama Canal Corn-
missioo.
Chattanooga. Tenn., Feb. 28.—Tele-
grams have gone from the principal
points in the south today urging Pres-
ident Roosevelt to name W. J. Oliver
as a member of the Panama canal
commission and put him in charge of
the work at Panama.
A Tunnel That Tapped a Cave.
'A hitherto unknown cave has been
discovered under Lookout Mountain,
near Chattanooga. Tenn., in the con-
struction of a double-track tunnel
3.400 feet long for the Southern' rail-
way. The cave is a large one ana is
said to extend eighteen miles from the
location of the tunnel. Says The
Railway and Engineering Review
-(Chicago. January 26):
"The tunnel roadbed passes along
one side of the cave, about sixty feet
-above floor of the cave. The Dirt
Mover states that a good dcal of
'blasted rock was thrown down with
the intention of making a fill to carry
the track through the cave, bdt that
this idea has now been given up and
a bridge will be built. It is said that
there is a cascade of water in the
cave and that stalactites hang from
the dome.
• "It has been suggested that th't rail-
,way company might take advantage of
the scenic effect which would result
from lighting the cave up with elec-
tric light, and then stop the trains
at this point for the benefit of tour-
itsts."
'Reciprocity in Business.
Tri .1 little town in Northern Penn-
sylvania—Athens by name—there is a
-photographer's estabilshment on Main
street containing the window sign,
'Tank-developer." Half a block fur-
ther on there is a sign across the
pavement, "Gold Cure,"—Judge.
6'
James Thompson May 6, 1897, in
Graves county and they lived together
until May 17, 1899, when she claims ho
left her and Se now residing in St.
Louis. For this she wants a divorce,
filing the suit yesterday, and asks
to he restored to her maiden name
of Retha
Another Dissatisfied Wife.
Ferol S. Moore and J. M. Moore
married February 23, 1904, at.Fulton,
Ky., and resided together until No-
vember JO, 1905 ,when he left her.
She filed suit for dissolution of the
marital tie yesterday and asks to be
given back her maiden name. She
says he is now living at the Gayoso
hotel in Memphis.
Divorces Granted.
Judge Reed granted two divorces
yesterday. Major Gary was divorced
front Francis Gray and May Crockett
divorced from John Crocckett. May
Crockett was restored to her maiden
name of May lverlett and given ali-
mony equal to one-half the money
that sill be brought by property she
and her husband owned jointly, and
which the judge ordered faster Com-
missioner Cecil Reed to sell.
The mandate of the appellate court
was tiled in the suit of Brack Owen
against Vary Long. the litigation
being about the sale of some property.
Owen won the action in the local cir-
cuit tribunal, and also the appellate
bench.
• Property Sold.
Property in the Trimble addition
has been bought of Lucy %Villiams by
S. B. Caldwell, Jr., for $qo The deed
was left yesterday for record with
the county clerk.
W. A. Usher sold to L. G Rossing-
ton for $6o.o laud in the county.
J. D. O'Brien bought from Edna
Walker property on Broad street.
Land in the county was bought for
$600 from George D. Gillespie by
Charles R. Simmons.
C (YBrYan sold to James P.
Sleeth for $3oo property in O'Bryan's
addition.
Property in the Gilson addition was
transferred by John Little to Martha
Ethel Bethel for Soo.
. •
WOULDNT LISTEN WHILE
SHE READ THE BIBLE
Woman at Lexington Proae.cutes Her
Brother as a Vagrant.
•
Lexington. Ky, Feb. 2R—In police
court here this morning Mrs. 1, %V.
True caused her own brother. Wli-
haft Foley. to be sent to the work-
house for thirty days on charge of
vagrancy. She declared that he was
leading a dissolute life that is sending
his soul to perdition, and invoked the
judge to send him to the workhouse
to reform him. Mrs. True is a Salva-
tion Army enthusiast and her brother
says she became angered at him be-
cause he refused to listen to her read
the Bible to him Which she persisted
in doing continually.
MEANEST BOY IN COUNTRY.
Youth at Covington Convictati. of
Thefts From Church.
Covington, Ky., Feb. 28.—Oscar
Stevens was found hiding in an air
chute beneath the altar of St. Aloy-
sins' church by Policeman Doyle. He
had a screw driver in his pocket. Fad-
ward Fangmars janitor, testified that
the contribution boxes had been emp-
tied reaeatedly during the past several
months. Stevens was sentenced to
fifty days in jail and fined $5o and
costs.
Britishers Tire of Tinned Meat.
Washington, Feb. 28.—The monthly
report of the British board of trade
shows that only 748,272 pounds of
preserved meat were imported into
Great Britain last month. This is a
striking decline in comparison with
the imports into that country in the
month of January, too5,which amount-
ed to 6,705,562 pounds. For the same
month in 1906 the imports were 7,-
857,280 pounds. This decrease in the
popularity of tinned food in Great
Britain means a monthly loss of some
thing like $750,000 to American and
foreign packers. •4 1
•
* POLICEMEN IN SKIRTS. *
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••
A detal of policemen in Cleveland,
0., told off to don women's clothes is
the "best chief's" latest frill in the way
of making his force the best ever,
says a Clevedand dispatch to the Chi-
cago Chronicle. Great secrecy has
been resorted to in the preparation of
this feminine adjunct to the detective
department.
To the outspoken protest of the
wife of one of the men of the detail is
due the discovery of the plan. She
cbjected to the levy made upon her
wardrobe and said so.
Chief Kohler, of the Cleveland po-
lice force, saw the necessity of wo-
men detectives. They were needed in
ferreting out the hiding places of
stolen goods, for there are few crooks
without their feminine confidants and
associates. They would be useful in
gaining information for use against
women offenders of all kinds. Then
there are the "mashers" and others
who delight in annoying women.
"They might help in catching a mut
clever or two," thought the chief as
he turned the matter over in his mind
one night two months ago. It is a
fact that Chief Kohler thinks out his
brightest-schemes in the night season.
Next morning there was a "heart to
heart" talk with Inspector Rowe, and
lines %ere laid to carry the idea into
effect. It was decided that a start
would be made with six men working
in pairs. All heavy work in the police
department is done in pairs. One pair
were ta assume the role of "grass
widows"--that is, women on the right
tide of thirty possessed of good looks
and lots of "go." This pair will fre-
quent downtown drinking places, be-
coming acquainted with the habitues
there.
The recond pair were to be "real
widows." who would maintain a
strong flavor of habitual respectability
These two were designed for depart-
stores znd wherever women congre-
gate in large numbers. The third
pair assumed the matron's role, and
their usefulness was to be confined
to being decoys for the pickpocket,
the purse snatcher and the man who
makes a specialty of stealing furs on
the street. •
"Now," rays the chief. "these men
must be specially trained. I remem-
ber when Detective Shibley was look-
ing for that man out in the east end
who was hugging and kissing women
cn the street he wore out a pair of
shoes without getting a single hug or
kiss.
"Ire II as dressed in women's clothes
but he didn't take. These men must
be trained how to wear woman's toga
how to talk like women and how to
walk'. When they learn this and get
to work there won't be a masher in
the city of Cleveland."
A teacher has been found, and OA
work of teaching six policemen just
how to don feminine lingerie and di*
play reel feminine curves 'has begun.
New Wrinkles in War.
It has been estimated that the
Dreadnaught's broadside develops
force equal to the lifting of an entire
city block composed exclusively of
twenty-story skyscrapers! Little won
der that the uncouth monster skidded
sideways under the recoil like an au-
tomobile on a muddy road.
It is little wonder that France has
laid down six Dreadnaughts ro be
completed within the next two years,
and Germany quickly followed', with
Japan and otsrselves equally anxious.
Our reply to the Dreadnaught is a
protected ship of 20,000 or 25.000 tons
with perhaps twelve 12-inch guns
mounted in double turrets.
The latest developments are tur-
bine torpedoes with a range of 4.000
yards and a speed of thirty-six knots.
They cost about $5.000 each, and are
actually controlled by the boat they
leave by means of electric-light rays
received on a tiny shaft projecting
from the torpedo as it tears through
the water. Thus the automatic mis-
sile is under control and may be
brought back at any moment.—Apple-
ton's Nfagazine.
Fifty Shots Fired by Feudists.
Whitesburg. Ky., Feb. 28—Tele-
phone messages from Clark's Fork,
Knott county, give detals of another
feud battle between ffiemebri of the
Stone-Clark factions last nigh1. Fifty
shots were fired at the home of Mi-
chael Stone, where the Clarks came in
contact with the opposing faction.
Michael Stone received the first shoe
and was fatally wounded. Richard
Stone, his son, was killed; John Clark,
the alleged leader of the Clark fac-
tion, was desperately wounded and
may not recover. Further trouble is
expected.
It is said that fortune knocks once
at every man's—door, 'butt probably
you were out when she knocked at
yours.
li••••••••.*******Intleestettib•-•-st
• THOUGHT THE GREAT
• DISEASE BREEDER. *
************4k••••••*******
( By Charles Gilbert Davis.)
If a thought can in an instant of
time dilate or contract the blood ves-
sels, atiusing a rush of blood to or
from any part; if it can increase or
diminish the secretion of a gland; if
ir can hasten or retard the action of
the heart; if it can turn the hair gray
in a single night; if it can force teara
from the eyes; if it can in an instant
produce great bodily weakness; if it
can produce insomnia; if, as has often
occurred, it can bring instantaneous
death—then is it not natural for us to
conclude, without further argument,
that it may bring about a more or less
continuous derangement of the physl-
cai organism, which v.'e call disease?
On every hand we note instances
vibere the action of the mind both
produces and perpetuate disease. In-
deed. I can truthfully say, after .an
observation of many years in the prac-
tice of medicine, That a majority of
the cages of illness which come under
the daily observation of the physician
are largely due to the condition of
the mind.
It is not unusual for some one re-
turning from the funeral of a loved
one ti be taken ill and in a few days
follow that one to the grave. What
canes this death? Depressing thought
Mother hears of some calmity hav-
ing befallen her child. She goes into
a collapse, fever follows and she is
near the gates of death. %'as it not a
thought that produced this illness?
A man is seated at a banquet table.
full of health and happiness and
ble,sed with a good appetite.
A message is brought to him that
his family has been drowned in a flood
He turns pale: his appetite deserts
him and his strength is gone. Soon
he is in a delirium and ill. Al! the
functions r,f the body arc deranged: a
doctor is called and names his dis-
ease But is it not true that this man's
disease has been produced by what
he thought?
I have seen the most wonderful
effects follow a fit of anger. After
an outburst of passioit the function of
every gland in the body is impaired.
Time and again I have observed acute
illness in an infant where it was per-
mitted to nurse immediately after the
mosher had been engaged in a quarrel.
and on more than one such occasion I
have seen death follow in a few hours.
Such, instances might he multiplied
indefinitely, and every observeant
physician has a mental store of such
cases.
Lincoln's Honesty.
''The lawyer whose 'honesty is
proved has the confidence of the judge
and jury," asserts Justice Brewer in
The Atlantic Monthly. To illustrate
his meaning he tells this story of
Abraham Lincoln:
"He was appointed to delend one
charged with murder. The crime was
a brutal one; the evidence entirely
circumstantial:.the accused a stranger
Feeling was high and against the
friendless defendant. On the trial
Lincoln drew from the witnessea full
statements of what they saw and
knew. There was no effort to con-
fuse; no attempt to place before the
jury the facts other than they were.
In the argument. after calling atten-
tion to the fact that there was no di-
rect testimony, Lincoln reviewed the
circumstances, and after conceding
that this and that seemed to point to
defendant's guilt, closed by saying
that he had reflected, much on the
case,. and while it seemed probable
that defendant was guilty he was not
sure, and, looking the jury straight
in the face, said. 'Are you?' The de-
fendant was acquitted, and afterward
the real criminal was detected and
punished. How different would have
been the conduct of many lawyers!
Some would have striven to lead the
judge into technical errors with a
view to an appeal to a higher court.
Others would have become hoarse in
denunciation of witnesses, decrying
the lack of positive testimony and the
marvelous virtue of a reas4nable
doubt. • The simple, straightforward
way of Lincoln, backed by :he confi-
dence of the jury won.
Sea Monster Ready Now for War.
Norfolk, Va., Feb. 28.—The sixteen-
thousand-ton battleship Minnesota,
built by the Newport. News Ship-
building company, is complete, except
ing the matter of ordnance equipment,
and will be handed over to the gov-
ernment officials this afternoon She
is in the navy yard here, but it has
not yet been decided where she will
ship her Ordnance.
Quincy, Mass., Feb. 2.8.—The Fore
River Shipbuilding cornapny has 'hand
ed the battleship Vermont, a sister
ship to the Minnesota, over to the
navy ‘lepartmerat. She is fully equip-
ped with the exception of her arma-
ment. _
Mattil, Efinger
Undertakers and Embalmers.
150) S. THIRD STREET: PADUCAH.iiKY
Co.
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
Abrdm L Weil & Cou
COVERS A L L ACCIDENTS
Travelers Insurance Co.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST IN WORLD
Office Phone 369: a Both Residence: 726
CAMMItll BUILDINF
FOR SALE!
A brand new home, just cor.ipleted, front porch with large col-
umn, back porch lattcied in. Reception Hall, Parlor, Large Bed
Room, Dining Room, Kitchen Two Closets in Bed Room, One
Kitchen Pantry, Porcelain Kitchen Sink and Water. Located on
lot aoxx6o feet.
M'CRACHEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO..
INCORPORATZD.
See L. D. Sanders, Office 218 South Sixth. Phone 765.
 •
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.) E. COULSON,
...PLUMBING...
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
fob 133. 220 N. Third
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Paducah Transfer Company •
ascot poretedl)
GEN ERAL' CARTAGE BUSINESS.
BUPZRIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MACHIN.
RIM AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
macs SECOND AND MOD ROE. BOTH PHONES.
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
If You Want to See Something Nice in Spring and
Summer Suitings Call on
K. 'C. ROSE
329 South Third Street, Agent for WANNAMAKER
BROWN, of Philadelphia, MADE TO ORDER CLOTHINC
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Good plumbing means
good health and this com-
bined with modern saniurv
fixtures helps to keep the doctor out
of your house. `,5toadasar Porcelain
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room im-
provements, let us show you sampies of
this filMOUS V/11/e. We guarantee good
svork, prompt service and attention no
matter how small or how large your job.
E. D. HANNAN,
Pbonee 202
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city's expense; the culvert on Nin-
teenth street between Broadway and
Kentucky avenue has been ordered
extended at the city's expense; A
culvert must be placed in Tennesace
los street at Cross creek and another one
on Husbands street near Fifth street,
and perhaps another in the north
part of the city—these culverts will
Entered at the Postoffice of Padu- equal in 'cost the large one on Cald-
tato Ky., as second-class mail matter yell street, built last year.
 $gAsot The new gravel streets built last
- 5.50 year consist of five blocks in Meehan-
  1.25 icsburg the intersections of which are
1° paid for by the city. At this time
' there is virtually under process of
building two blocks on Clay street
of new gravel streets, two blocks near
Eighth and Boyd streets and on Nine-
teenth street from Broadway ovtr to
Tennessee street, in all over double
the number of intersections to be
paid for this year against those of
last year, and which must come out
of the street funds in the hands of
the board of public orks, and the
year's work not fairly begun. In the
matter of new sidewalks, curbing and
With the approach of spring many
t gutters last year, the amount charge.
sof the citizens who have been incon-
able to the street department was fot
oenienced by streets that are in bad .intersections on Jefferson street from
repair or alleys that have been almost
Fourteenth to Twenty-fifth street and
impassable during the winter months, Jones street from Ninth to Eleventh
are looking to the authorities for
streets and Fountain avenne from
relief, but it is a fact that many of
the streets, sidewalks and alleyways 
•Jefferson to Monroe strets,
blocks or intersections in all.
twill have to be neglected for the rea-
son that the funds alloted for the
public highways are not sufficient to
enable the city to give the relief
sought by the people. The work can-
not be done without money.
The board of public works in mak-
ing its figures for 1907 arrived at
the figure of $5.o500 as being the low-
est possible figure at%bias it could
reasonably care for the departments
under its control. This sum was cut
to $43,000 by the general council on
account of the deficit inherited from
the republicans. Now the general
council proposes to spend a large
amount of money on new streets, and
every dollar expended for that pur-
pose, reduces the amount for repair-
ing and cleaning of streets, fur the
board of public oorks has determined
to not only keep within the amount
apportioned, but in the event that
elle present general council, like its
republican wedecessar, forces new
work tu be paid for out of the funds
allotted the board of tpublie works,
the latter body will abanc‘on the
work of repairing and street cleaning
whenever • it secs that the expendi-
tures for the )car indicates a deficit
in the street department.
As the prospects are that much dis-
satisfaction may arise over the failure
to keep the streets and alleyways in
good repair, and as the average citi-
zen does not understand the status of
affairs so far as she board of public
works is concerned, The Register
will give a few facts bearing on the
matter that may prove of value to
our readers and enable them to better
onderstapd the situation. We have
mo apology to offer for the board of
public works for it is on record as
saying what money is necessary to
care for the departments under its
control. The sum recommended was
not appropriated, and without money
all the work that should be done can-
not be done.
In the first place the light plant
thust be operated and that is a fixed
charge; the sewers most be kept open
and catch basins eleaned no matter
what the cost may he. The amount
of money set aside for the board of
public works this year, according to
chairman of the finance committee
of last year, is but three or four hun-
dred 'dollars more than was spent by
the board of public works in 1906.
Last year no permanent repairs were
made on the streets. This year, by
reason of the continued high water,
an expense of over $acio was incurred
in operating the pumping station,
more than what was paid out for that
purpose last year. This wipes out
'the increase of a few hundred dollars
allowed the boafd over last year's ex-
penditures; this summer sewer dis-
trict No. 2 Win be in operation and
must be cared for 'by the sewer de-
partment which is charged to slreets,
increasing the expenditures that much
'onore over the expenditures for sew-
ers last year, and which is chargeable
to striets this year.
Now &dates streets, bridges, cul-
gerts and fills or the street department
ileoper. Last year an expensive cul-
1biot and fill was put in on Caldwell
wilkt: this year even at this time the
re. h erino
s
altfillt to be built will equal
O:t print) 
oes of last year, /or al-
"If there ba.,fling of the culvert atf •no avor, with
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Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register Office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberiaod 318.
Friday Morning, March i, 19°7.
A Few Tips on Streets.
or 14
The new sidewalks, curb and gutters
along the streets reconstructed with
brick or bitulithic were paid for out
of the bond money, but the 14 inter-
sections %sere paid for out of the
street tumid Each corner coats about
$as making an intersection cost about
Poo. and in addition thereto the street
department has to bear an experrse of
from $too to $tso a block where new
gutters are put down, in grading the
street to the gutter, in some blocks
the streets have to be lowered and in
some they must be raised, so if any
of our readers ever wondered where
the money goes on the streets, these
facts and figures will enlighten them.
According to the records the street
department paid last .year for 14 in:
tersections for sidewalks and regrad-
ing ts blocks at a cost of something
like $3.coo, now this year it is pro-
!posed by the mayor and general coun-
leil to put down new sidewalks, curb-
ing and gutters on Broadway from
i' Ninth to Twenty-fifth street or 16
!blocks in one stroke, this will make
I the expense on the street department
Imore than equal that of last' year for
sidewalk intersections and regarding
along the gutters. By these figures,
and they are borne out by the records,
we have demonstrated that at this
time the expenditures for the items in-
- dicated will far exceed those of fast
year for time same purposes, and yet
the board of public works have no
more money at its disposal than it
spent last year, so where is the money
to come from to repair and clean the
streets? But this is not ail, ordin-
ances arc being passed' providing for
concrete sidewalks, curb and gutters
sin North and Smith Fourth street:
The residetos along Nineteenth street
from Broadway to Tennessee street
want the same—on Fountain avenue
more new sidewalks are to be laid—
the people in Mechanicsburg arc clam-
oring for sidewalks too, and to cap
it all the board of aldermen have
taken up the matter of putting down
53 blocks of sidewalks other than
those named above, and which if put
down this year, will throw a charge
of about $15,000 more on the street
department than it had last year and
which will practically leave but e few
thousand dollars for repairing and
cleaning the streets. The peculiar
part of the matter is this, the board
of pnblic works is charged with the
supervision and care of the streets
and alleys, the general council ap-
portions such funds as it may see
proper for that purpose, arid then
turns around and virtually spends the
money by ordering new streets and
sidewalks, and the board of public
works is criticised and censured if
the streets get out of repair, or the
expenditures run over the amount al-
lotted to it. It is simply a question
of streets not being repaired and
cleaned or an overdraft. The gen-
eral council in its apportionment
should specify the amount for new
'
streets and sidewalk', and the amount
for repairs and street cleaning, then
the board of public works would
know exactly bow much money it
may have at its, disposal, and so rec-
ommended at the first of the year that
the funds be so apportioned, but
the general council ignored ,the rec-
onvmendatioo. and lumped it all under
one head, and which under the law
they has e the right to pass any 'rat-
her of ordinances for improvements
any for which the city's proportion
must be paid out of the street funds,
consequently the board of public
works has no way to determine just
what amount of money it can expend
for repairs or street cleaning.
By reason of the gravelled streets
receiving no permanent repairs last
year that are in bad condition and
some of the alleys are a disgrace to
the city, and while the general coun-
cil has its own views on the subject,
it does seem to be the part of wis-
dom, that inasmuch as the street funds
are somewhat limited, for the streets
we now have to receive the repairs
they so sorely need, in preference to
neglecting them in order to build
addition streets or sidewalks. It is
false economy to permit machinery or
streets to run down and get out of
repair, and if Paducah cannot afford
to appropriate the money necessary
to repair the streets it now has, it
is in poor business when it is building
more streets or rather taking the
money that should be spent on re-
pairs and spending it on new streets.
There are scores of alleys in this
city that need attention, and to im-
prove them with gravel is like throw-
ing money away. The alley i are
used so seldom that the gravel is not
packed down and when a team drives
in them during the rainy season the
surface is so cut that in a year or
so the alley is full of ruts and puddles
of stinking water; that should be
done is to put doss n a few inches
of concrete foundation and set hard
burned common brick on their edges
and the alley is good for twenty years
or better still, lay 'two strings oi
limestone through the alley the prop-
er width for the wagons to _use. At
any rate the prospects are poor for
the alleys or streets to receive any
attention this year, other than to see
that no dangerous places exist.
The Register is for improvements,
and if some one can figure out how
the city can make them and at the
same time keep up the repairs with
a fund entiiely too small for the
oork. then we are mistaken in think-
ing the work cannot 'be done. In the
meantime let those irate citizens
ponder over the facts above given
and console themselves with the fact
that what cannot be cured must to
endured.
COL. POTTER ANNOUNCES.
For Mayor Subject to the Democratic
Primary May a.
Aswill be observed by a signed card
in this issue of The Register, Col
Joe E. Potter has decided to make
the race fbr mayor, subject to the
action of the democratic primary
election to be held Thursday May I
It is not necessary. to introduce Col.
Potter to the people of this city
where lie is so well and favorably
known. He served the city as coun-
cilman from the second ward, and
made a careful, painstaking and fear-
less representative of the people. He
is a man of sctled convictions aod
with the courage to express them.
In his card of acceptance he defines
his position on many questions of
interest to the citizens of Paducah.
Col. Potter has displayed good
judgment in the conduct of his per-
sonal affairs and has been successful
in business, and if elected to the office
to which he aspires he will make a
safe and conservative man in the
mayoO.s chair.
As Col. Potter is an experienced
campaigner, he expects to see the
voters in person ere the day .of the
democratic primary, which wil be
May 2.
A FINE ADDING MACHINE.
Harbour Department Store to Have
One of the Latest Type of
Machines.
The well known Harbour's depart-
ment store of Paducah has recently
ordered of Mrs. John M. Fleming,
agent for the Burroughs Adding Ma-
chine company, of Detroit, one of the
highest priced machines the company
builds, instead of the regulation nine
rows of keys. Mr. Harbour has, or-
dered a key-board of thirteen keys one
column with letters, his private cipher;
the key-board is split in two places.
making it really three distinct ma-
chine registering $99.999,999,999.99.
the cipher being cut out between the
fifth and sixth columns and between
the ninth and tenth columns at will;
it is also constructed with an electric
motor.
Mr. Harbour says that such a ma-
chine will more than pay for itself
in any department store in twelve
months, for with such a machine the
entire business for a day, week or
month can be condensed on a sheet
of paper 12 inches wide, Messrs. B.
Wieille lit Son also gave an order
for is similar machine, minus the itec-
tric attachment.
To Be Given Away
2 Fine$10 Hats
Each one that examines our stock and prices will re-
ceive a number that gives them a chance. Our hats
are made by us. Call and see the material that they
are made of. All the latest !styles in Spring Goods
now in stock. We have five hundred Hats all ready
for the spring trade. Come in and see them
and get a chance.
Mrs. Chappin
AT ELEY DRY GOODS COMPANY
216 Broadway
ACCEPTS CALL
Paalecale Ky Feb. :o1.
In answer to the flattering calls on
me through the papers, and the earn-
est solicitation from my many friends
la become a candidate for mayor of
the city of Paducah, and believing
that every citizen owes his friends and
the public hia service when called up-
on for same. I hereby consent that
my name may be used as a candidate
lot the high and responsible position
Li mayor at the Democratic primray
electirst, Thursday. May 2. tow A.
I believe that it is the duty of the
candidate to let the people know
where he stands on all public que•-
tions, so that when they vote they
may know what they are soting for.
and what the candidate stands for,
the following o ill show where I stand
on sonic of the important issues,
to
-wit:
Fir•t. I stand for the enforcement
of the laws as I find them in the or-
dinance and on the statute book.
Second. I stand for closing up all
lawless place: and establishments and
compeling the owners of same to
seek hone- employement.
Thir.l. "fo wipe out as far as Tula-
sible, all places of vice, 'in and im-
marality. and make the neighborhood
a place where decent people may live
Fourth. I statist for the repeal of the
amendment to the charter compcling
Paducah to hN.e 30 policemen.
Fifth. Is stand for the repeal of the
amendment to the charter, repealing
that part of the charter that says.
"that for sewerage no 1310fe than one
dollar should be charged per front
foot on abutting property;" as it now
stands there is no limit, and which
almost amounts to the confiscation
of the laboring man': property in the
suburban districts where property is
not worth more than three or four
dollars per font
Sixth. I am opposed to corporations
engaging in politics for the purpose
of advancing their own corporate in-
terest, and trying to elect men to
office who will serve them in place
of serving the city. I believe that cor-
porations have eig'hta that should be
respected, but they have no right to
control the city that gives them the
right to exist.
Seventh. I am in favor of the city
buying the water works under the
terms of the contract that it has with
the water company, giving the city
that option at the end of every five
years, at a fair valuation by disinter-
ested parties.
Eighth. I stand for the enlarge-
ment of the muicipal electric light
plant, so as to furnish light and power
to their citizens.
These arc some of the things
stand for, and will stand for every-
thing that tends to make Paducah a
great city in every way that greatness
comes to a city, by having a name
abroad as being a law-abiding, God-
honoring people, and a place fit to
rear boys and girls that they too may
become great.
Now, if you stand for these things,
vote for me, and if elected we will
work together to that end.
J. E. POTTtR.
'The young duke of Zaragoza, be-
sides being a grandee of Spain. is an
expert locomotive engineer. He
proved his qualification by passing a
strict examination and twice a week
runs the express train from Madrid
to the French frontier over tile North
Spanish railroad.
The project of connecting France
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER with Italy by tunneling Mont Blanc
AND GET RESULTS. ; gaining ground steadily in Paris. j layrippe and stomach trottble
FARMER'S BODY
NOT RECOVERED
3EARCHERS CONTINUE DRAG-
GING CLARK'S RIVER FOR
REM A INS
Body of Mrs. Elisabeth McConnell
Will be Brought to City for
Funeral Tomorrow.
Information front Benton last tught
was that the body of Samuel Farmer
had not yet been found, but the
o
-arching party continues dragging
Clark's river in the bottom of which
they believe the corpse lice, as his
mule., broken wagon and other
things were found the day before
scattered around the river. The work
v011 be continued until the remains
are located.
Bring Body to City.
The remains of Mrs. Elizabeth Mc-
Connell will be brought to the city
today and taken to the residence of
her daughter, Mrs. Joseph Potter of
Monroe near Eleventh street. The
foreral will be held tomorrow, with
inttrment at Oak Grove cemetery.
No Word From Brother.
No word has yet been received
from Mr. Charles Bryant of East
Pra tie. Mo, regarding what he rod-
i-ed done smith the body of his
I goober, Mr. F.., L. Bryant who drop-
dead in the depot at l'eniphis.
v here the corpse is being held by the
(o,-oner awaitink orders of disposition
from the, relative'.
YOUNG MAN
1WAS FINED
CRAIL CHARLES WAS FINED
IN ONE CASE AND OTHER
DISMISSED.
George Fulton Fined for Cursing
Frank Fletcher, While J. A. Clark
is Fined for Drunkenness.
Crail Charles as-as fined $15 and
costs by Judge David Cross in the
police court yesterday morning for
disorderly conduct, while the warrant
accusing him of drunkenness was dis-
missed. He went to the independent
telephone exchange building on South
Fifth street, and going up into the
operating room, indulged in a few
cuss words.
George Fulton was fined $to.and
costs for a breach of the peace: Ho
is charged with eutsirig .and abusrng
Frank Fletcher.
J. A. Clark was fined $s and costs
for being drunk. He was picked tip
out about the Illinois Central yards
by Special Policeman. Dick Tolbert
of the yard service.
—Conductor _Peter Beadles of the
I. C. has recovered from an attack of
SUPERINTENDENT
APPLICANTS
THREE WILL BE HERE BE-
TWEEN NOW AND
SUNDAY.
T'-ree Applications Have Already
Been Put in by Parties Wanting
to be Enumerator.
Deto..•ii now and Sufklay there
-sill arrive three parties who ate ap-
pleing for the position of superinten-
dent of the public schools to super-
•ede Proie•sor Liele the incumbent.
Those coming arc Professor W. Y.
Thurnberry of Aberdeen, Miss.; Pro-
le...1r Spraggin of Helena. Ark., and
Professor Darrah of Union City,
Tenn. The latter has been here sev-
cral timea already, while Mr. Sprag-
oin wrote he would come lust Sun-
(lay. and then on later days during
the week, but has not shown up
yet. Professor Thornbtrry writes he
he here by ,Sunday.
Census Enumerators.
Charles. Brown. J. M. Gilbert and
John Thielman have already put in
their applications to the school board
!or positions of school census take;;
%slide other applicants will have theirs
in by the time the trustees elect at
tloir regular monthly session next
Teesday evening. There are six
wards in the city, and one enumera-
tor is elected to take the census in
two wards, this making three takers
altogether. Mr. Thielman is a ma-
eilitie man at the Langstaff Orm mill,
Mr. Brown is the coal man, and Mr.
Cilbert a retired tobacconist. The
enumerators get so many cents for
every name they secure of inhabitants
between six and twenty-one years of
age, these being known as "school
avre,•,,
Alumni Association.
The Paducah high school Alumni
association meets at 4 o'clock this af-
ternoon at the Washington building
on West Broadway and everybody
is urged to be present, as it is the
time for annual election of officers
and also for payment of the dues.
"Life and Work of Sydney Lanier"
si ill be the literary feature for dis-
cussion.
Edgar W._ Whittemore
teal Estate Agcncy
Paducah Real Estate. Western Ken-
tucky Farms.. Easy Monthly Pay-
ment Lots for Investment. Western
Kentucky Real Estate Journal and
Price List Free to Everybody. Send
for it. Office Fraternity Building.
EDGAR W. WIIITTEMORE,loadu-
..mil, Ky.
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Mayor.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Charles Reed for mayor
subject to the Democratic Primary to
bc held Thursday, May 2, loos.
We are authortz,ed to announce the
• cardidacy of G. R. Davis for mayor,
subject to the DeitiocraticTritoary to
be held Thursday. Slay 2, 1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Joe E'. Potter for mayor
isubiect to the Democratic Primary to
be held Thursday, May 2, 1907.
City Clerk.
We are authorized to announce
Coy Clerk! Henry Bailey as a candi-
date for re-election to the office of
ens clerk subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thursday, May 2.
We are authorized to annolince
Maurice M. McIntyre as a candidate
for city clerk, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday.
May 2, tow.
City Trimurti%
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of William Kraus for city
treasurer, subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thursday. May 2,
1907
41•••••••
City Attorney.
We are authorised to announce the
candidacy of John G. Miller, Jr., for
City attorney, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
May 2. tow.
We ate anihorized to announce the
candidacy of Frank A. Lucas, for
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday.
May 2, 1907.
City Assessor.
We are authorized to announce W.
Stewart Dick as a candidate for re-
election to the office of city assessor,
subject to the Democratic Primary
to be held Thursday, May 2, 1907.
City Jailer.
We are anthorrzed to announce Oft
candidacy of Joe A. Purchase for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May 2,
OW.
We are authorised to announce the
ndidacy of W. T. (Billy) Read for
cityjailer. subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Tursday, May 2,
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Sam L Beadles for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Al. Hymarsh for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Fri-
'fiery to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907.
We arc authorized to announce the
candidacy of Mann W. Clark for city
jailer, subject to.the nemocratic Pri-
mary to be held. Thursday, May 2,
210p7.
1
We are authorized to anuounce the
candidacy of R. M. Miles for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary ,to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907
Nti 411)111,01;ion S.'llurker, a Detroit
' -girl an argfacluate of . Michigan 'Uni-
versity, iiiii,:t civil e.ngiocer. She has
done the'ketbitegi'a work on. several
New York tic*Iseta,pets, -11e.- designed
elle board Of trade building- in the
;Wall street section, a twenty-eight
eery monster that houses 8,000 brok-
ers, bankerraild Arporation officere
She puilt the Astolia, half of the Wal-
;dorc-Astoria, tfieltItehalT building
and a dozen other notable structures.
She did nearly all the designing alone
planning the steel work •and every-
thin from sub-basement ,to roof.
dt • Eu-1040 employs
tit silr' people, PaYi S7,250,000
Lath y ir treys and $175,o0o yearly
tI Pensl a— .
.,a•
WITH PROMOTION
GEN. HALL WILL BE RE-
TIRED FROM THE
ARMY.
James Makes Spirited Speech and
Carries His Point.
Washington, Feb. At—Under the
terms of the army appropriation bill
agreed to in conference by the house
sesterdry, Gen. W. 1'. Hall, a son-in-
law of Senator Blackburn of Ken-
tucky, with use others, will be en-
abled to retire from the army as a
niajor general, Representative Prince
of Illinois, tried to defeat the pro-
s tsion but failed to do so after a short
speech by Repre•entative James of
nt ucky.
Mr. Prince proposed an amend-
eirrit which would prevent. Gen. Hall
lid others from attaining the major
general rank. Representative lame%
some to the defense of Gen. halt and
se.oired his point with almost no op-
position vote. "The gentleman from
Mimi, would cut our this soldier,"
gaid Mr. James. "lie would shut the
door of hope and advancement in the
face of this gallant. soldier—one who
is as patriotic and as brave as any
whc ever led a charge in the name
of his country; and not content with
making his assault upon him here,
lie goes back and assail, him about
some other legsslation. Bnt it is Sid-
In lent answer to say that tho gen-
tlenian ought to have made his ob-
jection then, because I presume he
was congress. If he did uot make
his objection at that time, the •ought
to'assault the congress or the prey-
dent rather than to artsnit the sol-
dier. But here he would deny this
man this preferment, while at the
same time he fails to state to the
house that this :nail upon the frontier
for twenty years, stood fighting the
baffles of his country, and when in
b:!ttle with the Indians. one of his
men was shot, he stood in the fore-
front and drew the fire of the enemy
and stood there battling alone until
the men nnuler his command took
that wounded soldier to the rear, and
for this act of courage he was award-
'ed a medal of honor. If there is
cne man in the service of the United
States army who deserves to be pro-
moted Gen. Hall is the one rather
than to be denied that promotion. I
say that it is the duty of this con-
gress to hold out some hope, some
chance, 'owe opportunity for pro-
motion in time of peace to the sol-
diers who stand ready to draw the
sword in time of war. I say the sol-
dier who stands, as outpost in de-
ferse in time of peace, is entitled to
25 much praise, as much preferment.
as the soldier who does service in
the field. L hope this house will vote
to this brave soldier this promotion
he so richly deserves."
CLAIM NOTICE.
AfcCracken circuit court—George
Rawleigh, executor of Milton H. In-
gram, plaintiff, vs. equity. George 0.
Ingram and others, defendants.
Ordered that this action be referred
to Cecil Reed, master commissioner
of the McCracken circuit court, to
take proof of assets and liabilities of
the estate of Milton H. Ingram, de-
ceaced, and all persons having claims
against said estate are required to
properly cerify and file the same, be-
fore said commissioner, on or be-
fore the rstli day of April, zoo, or
they will be forever barred from as-
serting any claim against the assets
in the hands of the executor of said
estate unadtninistered, and all persons
are hereby enjoined and restrained
from collecting their claims, against
said estate, except through this suit.
And it is ordered that this- order be
published in The Padu.cah Daily Reg-
ister 13 required by law.
Given "under my hand, as clerk of
said court, this the 16th day of Feb-
rtiarr 1907.
CRICE & ROSS, Attorneys.
J. -A. MILLER, Clerk.
By R. B. 'TAY, c.
IIIIEBEARDS
LITTLE BLUE
WHEN CLERK SAID "PAY ME"
OR BE THROWN OFF
THE BOAT.
'1roupe Tried to Bully Their Way to
Cairo Yesterday on the Fowler,.
But Did Not Succeed.
The theatrical troupe that played
"stilisebeard" at the Kentucky Wed-
nesday night must have been "up
against it" as they came near being
,eut off the Dick Fowler yesterday
morning because there was not in
s ght the necessary money with which
to pay their frac to Cairo. Finally
they scraped up enough and were car-
ried to their destination.
The company left here yesterday
morning at 8 o'clock on the Fowler
for the Egyptian city below. When
the clerk called on them for the
money with which to pay the troupe's
fare, after the boat had left here, they
calmly informed the gentleman they
had no money, and he would have to
take an order on the manager of the
Cairo opera house where they played
lest night. By this they wanted the
clerk to collect from the manager of
the Cairo play house enough money
out of last night's receipts for the
fare. Mr. Clerk could not sec it
that way, and thinking they had some
greenhorn to deal with the actors
asked hint what he •was going to do
about it, now that they were out in
the river headed for Cairo. They got
little consolation out of the old state-
- ment of the clerk that the troupe's
baggage would never be gotten off
the boat until the transportation was
paid. The artists hummed and hawed
aranind, and finally losing patience
with them, the clerk told the outfit
that he would have all of them put
off at Metropolis and hold the bag-
gage anyhow, if the coin was not
!forthcoming. Several of the big duf-
fers in the company remarked they
would like to see somebody put them
off, and they were quietly informed
that bigger bullies than they had been
thawn ashore fr not paying, and
they would go the. same way if they
.did not pay. Finally, about time the
boat Wai rounding up for Metropolis,
the troupe members got their heads
together, and front some source dug
up enough money with which to pay
transportation, and they were then
carried on to their destination with-
out further tro:ilil‘•
MERRITT TAKES
ANOTHER PLACE
MOBILE AND OHIO TAKES
MAN ACCUSED OF CAUS-
ING WRECK.
Another Steam Coal Hoisting Out-
fit Brought to Yards Here for
Use—Orders not Unexpected.
Lngineer I.ee Merritt, formerly
running on the Illinois Central be-
tween Jackson, Tcnn. and Cairo, Ill.,
has taken a run out of Jackson on
the Mobile and Ohio. He is the en-
gineer who let his train slip up behind
ancther standing still taking water at
icklif(e one month since. A wreck
occurred by his engine crashing into
the caboose of the other train and
four people were killed. He was ar-
rested at Wickliffe and held over to
tile circuit court grand jury on the
charge of involuntary manslaughter.
His case comes up at the next term
of Wickliffe court. He is out on
bond.
Another Coaling Chatfit.
I3ecause of the heavy business de-
manding use of more engines con-
stantly now, the I. C. officiats have
had brought to the Paducah yards
aticther steam outfit used for coaling
engines. Two outfits will now be
used for this purpose until the road
builds the new coal chute to take
!lace of the one burned several weeks
ago.
. Orders Not Unexpected.
This being the first of the month
the local officials would not be sur-
prised if they received orders from
Chicago headquarters extending the
number of hours to be worked each
d.iy by the attaches of the Paducah
shops.
DULL IN SOME QUARTERS-
AND LIVELY IN OTHERS
FEBRUARY PROVED A MONTH DEVOID OF ACTIVITY IN A
NUMBER OF INSTNCES, WHILE BUSINESS WAS PRETTY
GOOD IN OTHER RESPECTS—POLICE DEPARTMENT FELL
OFF BY LARGE NUMBER IN ARRESTS AS COMPARED
WITH JANUARY, WHILE RAILROAD HOSPITAL ADMITTED
DOUBLE THE NUMBER OF PATIENTS RECEIVED LAST
YEAR—THE THE "PURE FOOD LAW" IS CUTTING SOME
FIGURE WITH THE FEDERAL REVENUE HERE.
Iry some brandies hastiness was
good during the month of February,
while in other quarters it was ex-
ceedingly dull. The retail merchants
found it dull with exception of their
remnant sale when they annually get
rid of their winter gods in preparing
for the spring trade. They believe the
spring trade will open early as in-
dications point to that.
Police Department.
The police department made 120
arrests during -the month, %chilli is
about fifty or sixty less than for
January. The arrests were made by
the patrolmen for the following
offenses: breaches of the peace. 36;
househriaking, 5; jumping on train, I;
drunk and disorderly, 12; cruelty to
animals, t; vagrancy, r; suspect, 1;
drunkenness, ig: disorderly conduct,
o; obtaining money under false pre-
tenses, I; breach of the ordinance, 4:
petty larceny, 2, fugituive, 1; malicious
mischief, I; grand larceny, it; carry-
ing concealed weapons, 5; fugitive, 1;
using insulting language, r; defraud-
ing board bill, 1; setting up a game,t;
horse stealing, I; non-support, I; ma-
116004 emitting, rape, I; insane, 1;
fast driving, t; total 120.
Building Permits.
City Engineer Washington issued
permits during February for parties
to er;ct the following buildings at
the cost and location mentioned:
0. M. Dodd, frame addition-on Har-
rison between Sixteenth, and Seven-
teenth streets. $tso.
Henry S. Grief, frame stable on
Clay between Fourth and Fifth. 450
William Katterjohn, brick residence
on Six:h between Jefferson and Mon-
roe, $2,Roo.
Mrs. W. A. Williams. frame on
Guthrie between "B" and "C" streets,
$350-
R. C Smiley. frame on Harahan be-
tween Clay and Harrison. $800.
J. W Snyder. frame stable on Mon-
roe between Fifteenth and Sixteenth
streets, $ao.
H. W NhcCormick, frame addition
on Ca:npbell between Fifth and Sixth,
$50
Loch estaie, brick residence on
Fountain avenue and Brosgiway.
$5,00 -
Len McNeil. frame on Lincoln be-
tween Coney street and alley. $2oo.
Burial Perrni•4.
Thirty people were buried at Oak
Grove cemetery during Febrnary. ac-
cording to City Clerk Henry Bailey's
books. which show issued only that
number of permits that have to first
be procured befoje any one can be
interred there. Sineteen were white
people and eleveu colored people
This evidence!, quite a low death rate
with subsequent interment here, Ot
course, many people die who arc car-
ried away for burial.
Railroad Hospital.
February r. there were twenty-four
patients at the railroad hospital on
West. Broadway, and during that
month sixty-nine were admitted to
the institution and forty-nine tiis-
missed, leaving forty-four on hand
at the close of yesterday's business.
Only two death; occurred at the hos-
pital last nwirith. The number ad-
mitted to the hospital last month was
over double the number received dur-
ing February, 1905, at which time it
was only thirty-one.
' City's Finances.
The February statement shows that
the city expenditures were only about
$1,700 in excess of the revenue, while
neither were very large. City Audi-
tor Alexander Kirkland yesterday Is-
Sued his statement showing a balance
on 'hand February 1, of $45,63.4.86,
while $r2,o85.97 were received and
$13,746.76 spent during the month,
leaving a balance on hand March 1.
of $4.3.97.1-07.
Marriage Licenses.
The number of marriage licenses
issued the past month by the county
clerk was unusually large regarding
the white people, and unusually small
regarding the colored people. Li'
censes were secured by forty-three
white couples, and only five colored
couples.
Revenue Collections.
Mr. L. L. Bebout, the stamp rev-
enure deputy, collected $1o,501.19
during February front parties
securing tobacco, whisky and other
articles on which the United States
government derives a revenue. There
were 547 wholesale liquor dealers'
stamps issued. The "Pure Food
Bill" adopted by congress cuts quite
a figure in the issual of stamps, as it
prevents certain aduterations and rec.-
tificati-ans.
SAYS TOO MANY ARE RICH
--- -
M. E. Ingalls Deplores Tariff, Re-
bates and Millionaires.
Boston, Mass., Feb. la—Melville
E.. Ingalls, former president• of the
Big Four railroad system, speaking
before the Economic club last nigfft,
said:
"I am not in favor of taxing for
destruction, but the question is
wheth•m: we have not too many mil-
lionaires for the good of the republic.
I believe that one of the greatest
causes of the production of large and
illegal fortunes is your tariff.
"There would probably never have
been and Standard Oil company if
there had not been railroad rebates.
"For the fast five or six years the
railroads have been crucified, yet
there has never been a set of men
more anxious to conform to the law
than the railroad men at the present
time.
"I believe in an income tax, charge-
able to all in proportion to their in-
come and would not favor letting the
inheritance tax take the place of the
income tax.
"I believe that the tying up of
estates for long terms of years should
he prevented. If that boy in New
York had not been siipported by such
an estate he would probably have been
an honest laborer instead of being on
trial for murder."
"There is enough integrity and
lion-or in this country." he said in
conclusion. "but if you do not exer-
cise it you will come to socialism."
NEW FURNITURE
HOUSE OPENED
MR. OCE ALEXANDER OPENS
ESTABLISHMENT ON
SOUTH THIRD.
Night Clerk Miller of The Palmer
Resigns and Is Succeeded by Mr.
Lawrence Rasor.
Mr. (ice Alexander yesterday morn-
ing opened his new retail furniture
establishment at 127 South Third
street and is now ready for business,
having a fine line of everything car-
ried by houses of this nature.
Mr. Alexander has been connected
with :lie Paducah furniture manufac-
turing company for the past fifteen
years, and is one of the most thorough
and :xperienced men in that line in
this section of the country. He is
an enterprising and progressive young
man and p-edicatione . re he will do
well, thia I ism his ‘enture for
himself in Cie field.
Popular Clerk Resigns.
Night Clerk Miller of The Palmer
has tendered his resignation to man-
ager Shaeffer, and leaves in a few
days for Louisville to accept the
position of day clerk at the New
Seelback, one of the leading hostelries
of the South. MT. Miller is one of
the finest and most popular young
hotel men of the country, is known
far and wide through his acquaint-
anceship with the traveling public, and
is a good man for the Falls City hotel.
is succeeded at The Palmer by
Mr. Lawrence Razor, another well
known hotel clerk who has been en-
gaged at other callings for the past
few years.
Apartment House.
Mr. Mike Iseman has bought the
old Gardner home at Fourth and
Washington streets, opposite his resi-
dence and is preparing to tear down
the delapidated frame and erect a
tine appartment house thereon.
MAYOR THOUGHT
HOUSE AFIRE
ANGRY RED LIGHT ON THIRD
FLOOR OF FIFTH AND
BROADWAY STORE.
Mayor Dished Into the Lodgeroom
and Found not Fire, but Odd
Fellows Conferring Degree.
For several moments last evening
Mayor -Veiser had awful visions of his.
valuable store buildings lyieg in a
heap of ashes and burning debris and.
lie stistained quite a fright, but soon
tecovered h'imself. The building he
thought was going up in Awake is
the three story brick at Fifth and
Broadway, occupied on the ground
floor by Walker's drug store, and
which structure is owned by the
city's chief executive.
The Knights of Pythias lodge has
been fleeting on the third floor for
settle months, while only a week
ago the Odd Fellows arranged to
hold their lodge sessions there also,
these latter bodies having se4c1 their
interest in the Fraternity building to
the Masons.
The Odd Fellows installed in the
center of the ceihng a large electric
light that has a red globe, and dur-
ing certain portions of the degree
work all lights in the room are ex-
tinguished with exception of this cen-
ter one, from which spreads a deep
Eery red light through the colored
globe.
Mangum lodge of Odd Fellows
was meting last evening, and while
only the red light Was throwing out
its hue that is dangerbus looking
from a distance, Mayor Yeiser hap-
pened to be passing upon the atreet
below. Glancing up at the third
floor of the building his eyes bulged
out on being greeted with a volume
oi red that made it appear as if the
entire third floor Was a mass of
flames. In just about three bounds
the frightened mayor rushed up the
stairway, and with one crash broke
through the lodge room door, out
of breath and panting like a hound
just in from trailing. Imagine the
mayor's chagrin and embarrassment
at viewing the solemn scene of de-
gree work inside, instead of finding
the demon of fire eating up his valu-
able property. He quickly opolo-
Matti to everybody, explaining mat-
ters, and Withdrew. but he did not
invade the lodge room and view the
secret work without welcome, be-
eatise be is an Odd Fellow himself.
Everybody had a good laugh cm
tie mayor, who afterwards enjoyed
it himself, but for the few strained
moments his mental tranquility was
supplanted by a condition of turmoil.
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• PERSONAL MENTION. •
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PERSONA LS
Mr. G. M. Owen arrived last ev-
ening from Nashville. He is the
steamboat 'iall and boiler inspector.
Mr. Joseph itorhschild. the tobacco
dr. ammer. i et urinal from Louisville
Mr. is illow of Louisville. ar-
rived in the city yesterday.
Mr. Ben Wcille returned - last ev-'
ening front Ballard county.
Mr. Robert B. Phillips goes to New
York tomorrow on business.
Mrs. Laura Newman of Evansville
was here yesterday making the round
trip on the Joe Fowler with her hus-
band, Commander Newman.
Mr. H. A. Torrence of New York
is here visiting his parents, Mr. and
Miss C. A. Torrence.
Mrs. R. B. Green is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Oscar Turner of FoI-,
sontctale.
Mrs. James Buckhanon has returned
from Mayfield.
Mrs. Josie Lennox is visiting here
from Fulton.
Mr. V. 0. Sweatman is in Jackson.
Tenn., visiting his son. Mr. Lloyd
Sweatman.
Mrs. Bettie Wilson and sons have
returned from visiting in Benton.
'Engineer Joseph Pierce of the
Paducah-Louisville run over the I. C.,
has returned from attending the engi-
neers' conference at Chicago.
Miss Ora LeRoy of Bonneville. Ind.,
is visiting her father, Mr-. M. Le-
Roy of Fountain avenue.
—Colonel Davis, the mayor-
alt)' candida yesterday celebrated
the fiffieth anniversary of his birth.
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in Lime and Cement. Agent for Whitehall and Agatite" Cement
s'"ISI KING OF CEMENT"
H. M. CENNINGHAM
Phones Old 960, New 245: :-: :-: Thirteenth and Adams Street
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People
Say
OUR PERFUMES
ARE BEST
Just sample any other per-
fume in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'll
say there is a great difference.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
We know how to store per-
fumes. We know how to show
you perfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what en-
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since
coming into our possession.
J. fl. OehlsChlaeoer
DRUGGIST
•
SXTH AND BROADWAY
I4
WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
First.
lic ause it irons srnothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in Welt Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
Star Laundry
'Phone WO.
1
NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS 'lliE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCOORA r
306 SWalr. Day and Night
.astalovse School
Excursion
St. Louis and Tennespee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and Dos
excursion oat al Paducah.
$8100 For the Round Trip tiTennessee river & retur'
It Is a trip of pleasure, coning
and rest; good eervice, good tabl
good roams etc. Boats leave cacti
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. es
For other information apply to Jai
Koger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent
seeeti
ExcurNion Rates on
T le River
Round Tri
RETURN
Unlimited
berth inch
• EVANSVILLE AND
atinuous Passage, $4.00;
cket $5.00, meals and
tie -r•
ROUND ruP TO CAIRO, party
of five or iver, r.so each, without
meals; $2 t- with meals.
Good n on all the boats.. For
further ID 'uJars see
S. A. FC
or GIVE
Agent I
ER, Gen. Pass. Agent
7OWLER, City Pass.
"1' 33.
Whit is 'd to be the greatest drug
store in th. ssorld exists in Moscow,
and is 203 ) -trs old. Since 1893 it has
been in the : .mily of the present pro-
prietor. It is a building of imposing
dimensions, with many departments,
inehrding one for the professional edu
cation of the staff, which numbers
700 p-rsons. They make up about
2000, prescriptions a day.
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* A SCIENTIFIC MARVEL. *
eittese*************2.******ite
Few people who hear or read of
Poulsen's discovery, demnostrated by
the Telegraphone, realize bow mar-
velously uncanny the acting principle
is. We are so familiar nowadass with
she "talking-machine," the mechanical
process of which we can easily un-
derstand, that the majority who hear
about the Telegraphone assume as a
matter of course that it is merely
another form of phonograph, mechan-
ically operative like the others. Noth-
ing could possibly be further from tie
fact. The more familiar you become
with Telegraphone the more mystify-
ing its performance will be to you.
You can hardly believe what sour
senses attest, it seems so like witch-
craft.
Just consider for a moment what is
done, and then try to figure out for
yourself how it can be done. There
is a asol fine steel wire running from
one spool to another and passing be-
tween a set of electromagnets that
scarcely touch it. You talk into the
mouthpiece of the instrument. Your
voice porduces etheric vibrations
which the tranemitter passes on to
the electromagnets, which they in
turn communicate to the steel wire
passing between them. Here is the
mysterious thing. The magnets do
not scratch or indent the wire. They
make no visible or tangible imprint of
any kind. After the wire has passed
••••••••••
Marriage is What
You
(By Helen Weinrich)
Philosophers insist that life is for
all men, and most women, what they
thermelves make it, a theory which,
while not always tenable, is in the
main tine. One may not choose the
material; environment and heredity
are strcng; nevertheless it always is
possible to do one's best, rather than
worst, with the materials at command,
and the cut and tit of a garment often
count for as much as, scametimes for
even more than, the stuff whereof it
is made.
Circumstances may fight for one
man against .another, inasmuch that
there seems to be reason in the com-
plaint of him who said that his copy
of Shakespeare read:
"There's a divinity that shapes our
ends rough;
Hew them as we may."
Yet the man or woman Aslo battle.;
bravely against adverse circumstances
is many times more likely to win a
safe harbor in the long run than he
cr she who tamely .submits to drift
with wind anti tide. The one may he
wrecked, the other can scarcely fail
to be.
In nothing in the conduct of life is
Mein it appears precisely aS it did be_ the outcome -more a matter of indi-
fore, the same brightly shining fine vidual shaping than in marriage.
thread, small enough to pass through When a matrimonial vesture proses
the eye of a needle—and yet it now i unhappy it is the fault of the rties
bears a perfect and permanent record to the contract; always of one, usually
of all that was spoken into the sans- of both. True, there are some per-
imitter. Reverse the machine. then let sons with whom it is well nigh nipos-
the wire again pass the magnets while sible to dwell in peace and unity; still
you bld the receiver to your ear, and it always is one's duty to endeavor toa 
you hear what was said exactly as if a overcome evil with good. Undeniably
human voice were speoietng and with one person may begin a quarrel, but
it takes two to continue it, and therea perf:ction of tone, emphasis and in
flection possible with on other instru- are few people who may not be made
mint in the phonographic class, the best of by persistent. tender
charity, which is merely unselfish bacHow is it done? Electriciana will
tell you in their scientific that the which "seeketh not her ow.
sinagn.:a:zed wire reacts on the mag- There i more ideal love and mar-
nets, causing them to reprodese the rage in the world than it is the Lash-
electromagnetic vibration mhali in ion to believe. The obsession of trues 
turn reproduce the original sound- and lasting conjugal affection is not
waves that "you hear as speech or infrequent. and when it occurs is a Toy
to behold. In the joy of watching itmusk, as the case may be. But this
one readily .can forgive the 'omelette!explanation does not lessen the won
der. It merely states the objective irritating air of gentle condecension
facto, The mystery of a thin, almost which the partners in these marriages
invisible wire being able to recocd and are prone to adopt towards all the
de.st of the world, an attitude of eon-repeat--ten minutes or ten years after
scions virtue and merit—the air ofward—all the inflections, cadences
nd tonal qual'ty of human Jack; Horner of nursery fame. Sucha exact 
speech, bird-song, instrumental music
or other sound is as great after the
explanation as before it.
This idexplicable underlying prin-
ciple is what makes the Telegraphone
such a wonderful instrument. But the
fact that it can do these thing' makes
it as valuable as it is wonderful. Be-
cause i• can operate in the way it
does it can be connected with a tele-
phone and will then record, for sub-
sequent nee if desired, everything that
is said over the 'phone by you and by
the person with whom you are talk-
ing. In this was. contracts and agree-
ment' can he made that will have all
theeatithenticity of a written docu-
ment. Yon can realise what that
mean' in the commercial world, what
an influence it will have in business
transaction!, and from that yon cau
get an idea of the demand there ie for
time Telegraphone. It mill be in as
extensive use as the telephone, for
everyone who has a practical need
for the telephone will not be able to
get alar.g without the Telegraphone.
so much depends on the accurate un-
derstanding of a telephone communi-
cation.
Not only does the .Telegraphone
make a record of telephone conversa4
(ions, but, if left with the automtaic
switch turned on, it takes messages
even ia the absence of the person to
whom they arc sent. As soon as
"Central" makes the connection, the
Tclegraphone automatically starts and
records every word that is said to it.
and when the subscriber returns, it
both informs him that messages have
come during his absence and repeats
them to ;him by simple automatic
ineans.—Literary Digest.
American Chivalry.
1....xas.1 women the American man's
attitude is fine. She is neither his
deity nor his doll. He simply treats
her with deference. His chivalry has
as little to do with saccharine utter-
ances,+craping feet, and bended knees
as has his patriotism with hysterical
shrickitigs and the waving of ensan-
ginned flags. lie is stronger in his
silence and apparent submission to
the ladies of his household than the
most blatant vulgarian who prates of
domestic domination.
Place aux Dames is more than a
phrase to the American man. His in-
born respect for her "rights" often
causes bins to sacrifice his own God-
given privileges. Upon the face of
the earth or upon the waters thereon
exists no more chivalrous being than
the American gentleman. — Minna
Thomas Antrim, in Lippincott's.
Catch Questions Cause Teachers to
Fail. '
'Boonville. Ind., Feb. 28.—One hun-
dred and eight applicants were pres-
ent to try for teachers' licenses. Two
thirds of this number failed upon the
subject of arithmetic. The subjects
were so hard that but thirteen out of
the whole number felt sure that they
had a passing grade. Those who tried
the examination say the arithmetic
qfiestions were easy. but "catchy." and
all ailverheaded pedagogues "ate the
•
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where community of interest is joined
with sommunity of desires and com-
munity of effort. Selfishness, monop-
oly, and exaction on one side or the
other produce discord in the place of
harmony, and weaken if they do not
actually kill the affection, which is
the true basis for such union, which
lifts the marriage relation to a place
fat above that of mere business and
social .necessity.
The best proof of the divine charac-
ter of the institution of marriage is
the fact that living together in this
relation is certain to improve and en-
noble both men and women, provid-
ed there is good material in them to
work on, and often transforins the
frivolous, thoughless girl into time
tender, self-sacrificing wife and moth-
er, the practical poor man's helpmeet;
the selfish, self-assertive man into the
thoughtful, considerate, devoted hus-
band and father; who find their best
'happiness in their home and in each
ot her.
The vnion of sexes upon some basis
or other is natural and inevitable
Marriage is the only one which has
been found to meet- the cxigencies'of
the case, and its honor, its safety, and
its happiness all are founded in its
permanence and in the sense of re-
sponsibility and of duty which are at-
tached to it. "Remensber your vows
to perform them" was the message of
the prophet of old. When people
marry they swear to love, to honor,
and to cherish each other "for better.
for worse, in sickness and in health."
Such sews should not be taken light-
ly, and when they are taken ought to
be kept to the utmost of one's
strength and ability.
Adee, Permanent Assistant.
Some years ago a certain under
cial in the state department went to
the secretary of state, James I's
Blaine, and asked hinito appoint hint
to a vacancy among the assistant sec-
retaries
"Why," said Mr. Blaine. "it wet:"
not be doing you 'a kindness; y*.a
would lose the place when the admni-
istration changed."
"Why so?" said
"Look at Adee "
"Well." said MI-.
offi-
the applicant
Blaine, slowly,
couples as these have no occasion for "Mee is—Ades."
the exercise of muntial forbearance. Volumes could not have said more
no neel to make the best of each He stands in a class by hianself, with-
other. Duty and inclination run out prototype or understudy, and
smoothly hand in hand, and when he shall pass off the stage a
"Make of life forever one glad, sweet have
one now unknown to play his role.
What Mr. Blaine himself thought of
him was shown in a remark be once
made to a visitor who happened to
enter his room as Mr. Adee was leav-
ing it. 'There goes a great man,"
said he —Gaillard Hunt, in The Out-
look.
song." u
They are satisfied supremely with
themselves and one another, and the
least of their need; is advice concern-
ing thc;r treatment of each other.
But married couples are not so
inherently harmonious, and there is
sound wisdom in the saying that mar-
riage is like government, in that to he
successful it must be a series of judi-
cious compromises. The first impor-
tant step is to choose well; the next
which is of even TTletre moment, is to
make the best of htat choke Strong
mutual attraction is the stinal and
most natural motive for marriage, but
this is not of itself sufficient to in! snake a lawn and acsa years to make
sure matrimonial happiness. It mere- a good lawn In the United States,
ly is a good start. There must be sim-
ilarity of tastes, which implies sym-
pathy, and there must, above all. be
the sincere disposition to think well.
and first, of the other,
"Better than I love myself
no I love my neighbor."
Even a great love does not always
render one unselfish. Unselfishness
comes naturally to no human being, it
is a virtue which must be acquired, al-
though love is its best teacher.
Neither is it true that love makes all
things easy: it only makes those who
love willing to do that which is diffi-
cult, and most men resemble God in
that they love a cheerful giver. Car-
negie defines love as 'self-giving." and
Amid l says that what people ask of sis
is not cur thirst and our hunger, hut
our bread and our gourd.
To make the best of any life, mar-
ried or single. it is absolutely neces-
sary to cultitate a disposition for con-
tent. Contentment si much less a
matter of what we have, bow much
we can get, than of what we can 'do
without. Strife and unrest, the reach-
ing alter. the longing for, the unattain
able are the greatest foes to human
bappine-s. VVihich is the more a pity.
since the things. coveting which so
many wives and husbands make them-
selves and each other restless and
miserable, are really worth so little.
are 50 shallow, so unsatisfying.
"Vanity of vanities, all is vanity."
The sweetest, the most soul filling
occupation upon earth is the earnest
endeavor to make some one el:e
happy rather than oneself. In all
mythical lore the story is tola of how
happiness eludes those who seek her
for themselves alone, in order to
dwell with those who would fain be-
stow her upon others. When both
husband and wife are each continually
looking out for the welfare of the
other, are striving to do that other
good and not evil in all things, there
need be no fear that love and con-
tentment will not abide as permanent
guests at their fireside.
True marriage does not consist in
a reciprocity of feelings only but of
duties also. In marriage, as- in reli-
gion, "Faith without works is dead.'
It ought to be a partnership in the
truest and hest sense of the word
to be made for some
11,
Making a Lawn.
Four things are required to make 3
good lawn—time, soil, climate and in-
telligent labor, says the Garden Mag-
azine. In England they have a saying
that .t requires 1 hundred years to
where we are already trying to make
suburban homes while you wait and
where a month or two seem a very
long time, people are too impatient.
It speaks well for their ambition that
they want lawns as soon as they move
into their houses, but they are really
expecting too much. At the very best
it requires no less than three years to
make a presentable lawn and five Of
ten years to make what we uncritical
Americans call a good lawn.
An Example of Patience.
Subscriber—Central, here I've been
at the 'phone for ten minutes.
Central—Yes, but that's nothing
I've been here all day.—Liberte.
TNE NEW AND ENLAIISED EDITION OF
WEBSTER'S INTERNATIONAL
• DICTIONARY •
Excels in Vocabulary. It Attie most use-
ful in 'we and contents., judiciously Se-
lected to exclude corruptions of good
usage, and to at old uninttlligible tech-
nics/Die..
Rusts in Arrangement Each word 1,e-
ring it paragraph in Its ...rre,t nlphanei.
teal place and Jo readily tonight by the eye.
Excels in Etymologies. These are com-
plete ard -lent lac, and einhorly the is...?
tenon sof philology. They are not itt•rirafte414
o: crowded into oletenre
/excels la Pronunciation which is indi-
cated lay reopening with the tilaent 'call%
marked letters wed in the sehoolhorik&
the wniatls of 'obi* h taught in the
praNk sch,*olo.
Excels in Definitions. They are clear.terse, yet iontpluti., tend are given tut the
order in which the word has aciiiirivt it.
vohlidti of meaning. Many of the defini-
tions are illustrated.
Iambi in its Appendix which Ise packell
storehouse of tuiefi i I knOWItecigr.
Excels as a Working Dictionary. No
other book embodies so owl ill in-
formation. or bi so indispensabk. in the
home, study, school, or arrive. 
•
The International has 2380 quar-
to pages with 5000 illustrations.
25,000 new words have recently
been added and the Gazetteer of
the World, and Biographical Dic-
tionary have been completely re-
vised under the supervision of W.
T. Harris, Ph.D., LLD., U. S.
Commissioner of Education.
priegg-"• Test in Pronunciation," in-
structive and entertaining
for the whole family. Also
II !imitated pamphlet
G. &C. MERRIAM CO.,
• kteLt•IICIVS.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
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Beautiful Framed Picture
I The Twice-a
-Weep Republic, of St.
Louis, Mo., is giving away a beauti-
fully framed picture, size 5 1-2 by7 1-4 inches, to every one sending $t
for the year's subscription to their
great semi-weekly paper aqd Farm
Progress, a monthly agricultural pa-
per published by The Republic.
This offer is open to both new and
old subscribers. If you ahe taking
the paper at present, send in your dol-lar and have your time marked up for
one year and get one of these beauti-ful pictures without any extra cost.
The pictures re genuine works of
art, done in nine colors. Two of them
are heads of beautiful girls. One
wears a black picture hat and has two
roses pinned to her pink bodice. If
this one is desired, order No. to, The
Spring Girl" No. 11, or Time Summer
Girl," wears a light brown picturehat, trimmed with light green. She
also wears a white and green waist,
with a bunch of very pretty flowers ather breast. The remaining picture, orNo. 12, is a three-quarter length pic-
ture representing "The Winter Girl,"
with a long coat, boa about her neck
and a muff.
The frames are made
metal and are all black.
from real ebony it would
to take them from he
of rounded
To
be
tell them
necessary
wall for ea-
amination. The pictures and frames
are neat and pretty enough to grace
the walls of a millionaire's home.
There is nothing cheap or shoddy!
looking about them. They car not be
duplicated in the retail stores ior less
than 5o cents. The best recommend*.
tion that we can give them is to WIN
that if you are not thoroughly satis-
fied with your picture they will refund
the money for your subscription and
pay the postage for returning the pic-
ture to them.
If you are already a subscriber to
the TWICE-A
-WEEK REPUBLIC. s
or if you want only the agricultural
monthly, Farm Progress, send a silver
dime for one year's subscription to
this big sixteen
-page farm and home
paper. The TWICE-A-WEEK RE'.
PUBLIC is the oldest and best semi-
weekly family paper in the country,
and Farm Progress is the fastest
growing farm monthly in America.
Remember that you get both these ies
splendid publications for a year and
one of these handsomely framed pie.
tures, all ior only $1.
Remit by postoffice or express
money order, registered letter or bank
draft. Do not send personal checks.
Write name and address plainly. Ad-
dress all crders to the St. Louis Re-
public, St. Louis, Mo.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE;
Accident, LifedLiability, Steam Buller-
Campbell Block.
Office ;Phone 369. Residence Phone 736
Caron Directory Company
01 Louisville, Kentucky
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our pat rons and the citizens of Padocah.have placed copies of tbe diractorias o f the cities named below ia elks mainsing Register office at 523 Broads.* y, where the public is invited to calwhen desiring the address of any r esident of the cities named.
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INDIANAPOLIS, THEI.
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LOS ANGELES, CAL.
LOUISVILLE, KY.
MANHATTAN, N. Y.
MANCHESTER. VA.
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MANIT011, COLO,
MEMPHIS. TENN.
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINK.
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Loaded Black Powder Shag
Shoot Strong and Evenly4
Are Sure Fire, 
•
Will Stand Reloading.
They Always Oct The Game
For Sole Evarrarhorw
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Dere Is Way Co Mystify
your friends
Here is a table by which you can
easily mystify your friends.. Show it
to one of them and ask him to tells
you in which of the six tables his
age is found. Then add the figures
that appear in the right-hand tipper
▪ corners of these tables and the sum
- A. is his age. For instance, he says his
'11age is in tables 1, 4, and 5. The figures
ti you must add are 1,8 and 32, equal to
az. He is forty-one years of age.
He says Ihis age is in tables 1, 2, 4. 5;
you add 1, 16, 8 and 32, equal to
37. The tables are made out only up
to six!y years.
e,
3
13
s5
37
49
In addition to telling a person's
age in years by means of the accom-
panying tables of figures you can
also tell the month and date on which
any of your friends was born in the
same way. Get somebody to point
out the tables in which appears the
number of ehe month in which he
or she was born, and after that as-
certain the tables in which appears
the date of the birthday. The chil-
dren can have lots of fun with these
six tables by carefully cutting them
out, pasting them on cardboard and
using them as directed.
ONE THREE TWO
5 7 o 11 1 5 6 7 12 13' 4 17 tR 
19 20 21 T6
15 17 19 21 23 15 20 21 12 23 28 42 23 24 23 26 27
27 29 31 13 35 =9 31 36 37 38 39 28 29 30 31 48 49
39 41 43 45 47 44 45 46 47 36 52 5o 31 5= 53 54 55
51 53 55 57 59 53 34 55 n 30 60 56 57 58 59 60 21
11 34
38 39
45 46
51 52
57 58
FIVE.
35 36 37 32
40 41 42 44
47 48 49 50
53 54 55 56
59 60 43 37
3 6 7 to it
14 15 22 23 26
39 31 34 35,38
42 43 46 47 50
54 55 5R 59 18
2
27
39
51
19
9
14
28
42
56
FOUR.
to It
15 24
29 30
43 44
57 58
12
25
45
59
13
26 27
40 41
46.47
6o 25
TIN SOLDIER FOE TO PEACE.
Shouldn't Allow Children to Play at
War, Says Mrs. Head.
Mrs. Lucia Ames Head, of Boston.
who addressed the Chicago section of
she Jewish Council of Women the
other day, believes, according to a
Chicags dispatch, that the tin snldier
the plaything of happy childhood, is 3
foe of international peace.
"Above all things," said Mrs. Head.
let me urge you withers not to P-
low your children to play at war with
e‘ tt" soldiers and toy cannon. Why
a !Should you permit the boy who you
. hope will become a fine and gentle
n to pretend that lie is killing peo-
ple and to cut %Aide platoons of in-
fantry at one volley? Do not. I heg
of you, let the children mimic this
ghastly businest of vinfent death. '
"f do not disapprove of drums or
bugles or other military paraphernalia
which can be used without indulging
In make believe warfare. But the pre.
*ended battles of tin soldiers throws
the glamour of romance about war
Around the child and warps his imagi-
viatosn"
BICYCLE AS A POLICE AID.
Brussels Far Ahead of Other
in This Direction.
(Technical World Magazine.)
Develuoinent of the bicycle police
idea !ias been isteadily growing in
erany of.. the .big cities of the wegid
and American cities have not been
behindlund in making use of the
whcs-I as a help to their police de-
partmeate. But the city of Erussels
has an organization perfected within
the last five years which is some feat-
ures at lea•t leads other eigeigipali-
ties aloror this line and which in some
respect' is enique.
The bicycle police of Brussels ride
chainlees wheels, carry neither 'words
nor clubs and are armed only with
revolvers. wilich they are not sup-
posed to nse except in extreme emer-
gency, yet their ervice is competent
and effective. They ride are bottle-
ards :nil greater thoroughfares al-.
ys in pairs and traffic of all kinds
Is absolutely under their control.
.11fotoriste and cyclists have a %hole-
. E respect for them, for they carry
peed indicators on their vifiecle. and
- -v.—When an offender against speed limit
nregulatious appears they have only to
follow a short distance to secure cer-
tain proof of his offense. Arreet, im-
mediate or subsequent. is 411Te to fol-
low, and fitting penalty is exacted.
The men are carefully selected for
their task upon the streets, ere et-
perte in handling blocades and other
street troubles and are under 3 sys-
tem of telephone reports and calls
which makes them quickly availafile
at any point. The statement is made
by observers of their work that two
mcrunted men are worth ten foot men
They are also used as messengers in
all sorts of police duty.
During the last ten yeare the Bel-
gian army ha; made itse of tle bicycle
Ws°, for mounteing a force of rifle-
men. They vise a folding wheel and
are armed with the regulation service
rifle. Being picked men and crack
shots, they give excellent service as
scouts, riding when possible and car-
rying their folded wheels when not.
In their sober. riark-green uniforms.
-with yellow trimming and cloth caps,
they arc neat but not gaudy and are
a very l'sefttl body to the serv'cr.
Pugilistic Stranger Whips Marshall
and Deputy.
West Point. Feb. 28,—Town Mar-
shal H. C. Morris its attempting to
arrest a stranger, wa set upon by the
man, and as a result, the marshal sus 
tameda broken nose and other facial
bruises. The deputy marshal was_ariso
injured. The pugilistic wanderer es-
caped.
Not Much By the Day.
The Lady—What. 08 cents a dozen
for eggs Why, that's more .than
.*ee ceots for one egg.
'The Groclv—Well, mum, you most
remember that one egg is a whole
jay's work for one hen.—Cleveland
a-eaden _
- • ....I tam..
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GOOD FOR CHILDREN.
Value of School Playgrounds as As-
serted By Parents.
The following may be of interest as
showing the impression that parents
get of the value of the playground in-
fluence on their children, says the
Leaflet (Mass.) Civil League. They
are direct quotations: •
"It kept him off the streets, and I
knew where he was." "Seemed per-
fectly happy all througit the summer
school term." "Was better able to
begin his school studies." "Increased
his happiness by having something to
do." "Kept him out of mischief."
"Kept his mind occupied." "Had his
own garden at home and took care oi
it, something he was not interested in
before." "helped him at school."
"Made hood use of things be learned."
"Was mach interested in insects,"
"Enjoyed himself every day." "Was
more agreeable, as he had something
to think .of." "Set hirn thinking."
"Made him more ambitions." "Made
him interested in his learning." "Made
a pigeon coop, studied birds a good
deal and butterflies." "Made him
brighter and quicker." "Made hint
good in his manners." "Did him a
good deal of good in hie character and
Cities disposition."
These are typical of many expres-
sions used by parents who felt that
their boys were through • the play
school benefited rather than injurvii
by the long vacation. They are by no
means exhatisiiie of what might be
said in summary of thetsalue of play-
grounds for country children, but they
certainly will prove suggeetYse to
those 1•11,1 are concerned about the
children of the streets of our Ostintry
towns.
Model School Grounds.
The sc li,iul alld its t11111)(. • •11,1011
be beautiful, models in every nay
that the children and their parents
may wish theie homes beautiful and
sanitary, says the Los Angeles Times,
The vines that cling to the brick walls
of the school, replacing its staring
red with waving massesof foliage, or
those that adorn the porch are types
of whit may be done to transform
the humble home of the mesh:mic or
the pretentious but unlovely mansion
of a wealthy parent to a more beaiiti-
ful exterior Beauty has a market
value that i rising rapidly. A tome
with a well kep: garden, neat lawn
and thrifty elude or fruit trees is as-
sessed for far more, will sell for more.
than :.ny adjoining weedy, unkempt
lot, even though the latter bears a
large or costly home. The city with
beautiful homes attracts population.
business and prosperity. The citizen
with a home that he is making mote
beautifal has therein a teetimonial to
his worth to any employer 25 well as
to his family and his fellow citizens.
The school garden that sends children
home to ask- their parents to start
home gardens. even if these must be
only in boxes, is doing its community
good service.
Little Sammy's Slide.
Little Sammy Tucker. ten-year-old
son of Joshua Tuckes, had an awful
slide, observes the Boyle county Her-
ald. There was a thick crust on the
snow and it was as smooth as glass.
Well, after Sammy had ate his dinner
he took. a roundabout way up to _the
top of the hill behinii the schoOl
house, and sitting down on the crust
with nothing under him started to
slide down the 'hill on the crust. The
hill is awful steep and Sammy gath-
ered a lot of momentum every Setond
Jed Peters, the school teacher, seen
Sammy coming. but was powerless to
do anything. • So was Sammy: He
was going so fast be couldn't stop to
save his neck'. Well, about half way
down the hill is a big bonnce over a
ledge. When Samitql struck this he
went :nto the air, and when he lit the
crust broke and he stopped, tut he
had his face scratched tap ia good deal,
but no hones was broke. although his
pants will have tO he patched. This
ought to hesa lesson to Sammy.
It's s good deal easier .to give a
man money than to give him charity
when his naMe is at the stake.
REMEDY FOR APPENDICITIS.
Xsaraordinartly Good Results Said
tio Have Been Obtained from
Oollangol.
Conaul General Guenther, of Frank-
fort, Germany, reports to the depart-
ment of commerce and labor the suc-
cessful treatment of appendicitis by
means of "collangol." a silver solution.
He writes:
"Much has been written on the treat-
ment of appendicitis, principally with
reference to the question whether, in a
given case, an operation must be per-
formed to save the life of the patient.
It would doubtless be a great boon if a
remedy could be found to make an op-
eration unnecessary. Such • remedy, it
Is alleged, has been found under the
name of 'collangol.' Collangol is a form
of pure sliver soluble In water. Chem-
ical manipulations for rendering silver,
quick silver and some other metals Bol-
in water were discovered within
1 the last few years. The antiseptic prop-
! arty of silver has long been known, as,
I for Instance, in the form of lunar caus-
tic, which has also been administered
internally. It's use, however, has been
very limited. Based upon this knowl-
edeg successful expertments have been
made by some noted physicians through
the use of the soluble, non-Irritating
and non-poisonous silver in suppurative
diseases, as, for instance, in the,dreaded
puerperal fever and other suppurative
fevers.
btoosbrugger, of Leutkirch, has
now used collangol In appendicitis, as
well Internally and externally. This
treatment, according to his statement
la the last number of the Munich Med-
ical Weekly Review, has yielded ex-
traordinarily good results. Within two
or three days after treatment a decided
improvement was noticeable In incipi-
ent cases. In cases where an Intiamma-
tioa of the peritoneum had already
taken place, a cure was, however, very
slow—Often only after weeks of treat,
;sent both Internally and externally.
gleopting two with very severe cases
out at the 72 which came under his ob-
servation and treatment all were cured
without any surgical operation. He
debne that this treatment is very much
esvertor to any other, and that be is
justified In stating that every case of
appeadicitis, If early diagnosed, be it
ever so acute and malignant, can be
cured with collangui without resorting
to the knife.
"In view of the otherwise favorable
experleaces with this remedy It is very
probable that his opinion will prove cor-
rect. But after all it will esquire a great
deal of very critical observation before
It will be safe to dispense with a timely
operation, which is capable of saving
many lives. The published statements
of Dr. Moosbnigger are not explicit
enough as to the history of the cases to
make • real criticism possible. At all
events, his statements deserve careful
attention. On the other hand, It cannot
yet be stated how long the cure will last
Light cases of appendicitis can be
healed for a time, as is well known; the
question, howeier, is for how long
Further experiments will be awaited
with great interest says the Diel.as-
kali&
WHAT LEGAL TERMS MEAN.
LeliCS of the Time When Legal Terms
Had a Significance Not
Known Now.
To most persona the phrase "This in
dsu Lure wiva easeth " ts as much
as the common phrase "Witness my
band and seal.' Yet L-rth are relics of
the time when these legal forms car-
ried with them a significance not ob-
taining at present
Legal documents were once en-
grossed upon parchment because paper
cost so much more than dreased skin
The parchment was seldom trimmed
east tly and the top was scalloped etch
the knife, hence the term "this indent
ure.- "Even where the lawyers have
departed from the Custom, still obtain-
ing in England. of using parchment for
their legal forms the phrase has been
retained.
In the same way the signature of
"hand and seal" is a relic of those old-
en times when only clerks and the
clergy could wield the pen. It was the
custom for the contracting parties to
lay their bands upon the document in
token of their good faith and there re
mained • smudge. As these original
thumb marks were not easily hied*
ded, the gentry added their seals for
Lb. purpose of further establishing the
validity of the document It may not
be generally known that a seal Is BUB
required in law, though the need for
It passed with the spread of *ducat:on,
and the bit of red paper affixed by the
lawyer ta as necessary as the signs-
tuns to certain documents.
• court of law is a reminiscence of
Lb. time when Justice sat In the open
court yard. and the "dock" is from a
German word meaning a receptacle,
while, while the "bar" is a Welsh word
meaning a branch of a tri e used to
separate the lords of justice from their
vassals. •
The entire phraseology of the bench
is reminiscent of the earlier days, but,
having been proven proper, has been
retained.
His Profession.
"What do you do for a living? What
is your trade or profession?" asked the
judge of the prisoner.
"I am, your honor, • pharmacooca-
tagrapholort." Ilis honor threat.
tined to fine him for contempt of court,
burshe proved that the word was all
right, meaning a writer of preecrip.
tionf.--Philadelphia Press.
Not Square.
"Now do we know the world Is
round?" asked the school teacher.
"Beeause we know It Isn't square,"
promptly reviled the boy who had bees
aSpnl 10,rieddla about Oran &Ai
There is a dog in Augusta who
dresses just like a man, wearing the
regulation coat, vest, collar and cravs.t
and is very proud of his apparel, seen*
lately, being very much distressed and
ashamed whenever his busy master
does not have time to rig him up in
his clothes, reports the Augusta (Ga.)
Chronicle.
"If there are any who are "from
Missouri," they may be satisfied by
calling at a blacksmith shop on Ellis
street, near the city hall, where they
san be Introduced to him by his mas-
ter, George Bailey, a negro employe of
Lb. smithy.
He wears them with a conscious dig-
nity and is hugely delighted when any-
one stops to notice his attire and com-
ment thereon. He will gaze Intently
at each speaker and joyously wag his
tall when complimented upon his ap.
pearance. .
It is not known what whim induced
the blacksmith to thus clothe his ca-
nine pet "In all points like as we are."
But he certainly devised the dog's
dress most ingeniously. No detail is
waning. The cat of his coat is after
the latest mode—has pockets, tee—
the collar is nicely laundered and the
cravat is tied with correct smartness.
The first thing in the morning he
must be properly dressed, or else be
whines piteously. After he has been
clothed according to his usual custom
his fey knows no bounds, and he die
plays his pleasure with much bark-
ing and wagging of his tali. He has
the utmost contempt for the host of
naked dogs who roam about the street
and absolutely refuses to associate
with them, manifesting a spirit of oet.
raged indignation at their imeled•
esty.
"PAGAN" TOWN IN ENGLAND
Village of 1,700 People Who Se2M11
to Have Gone Spiritually
to Sleep.
"Pagan Hook- is the name now en-
joyed by the quiet little Tillage ell
Hook, which Is situated some three
Liles from Kingston-on-Thames.
So lost in indifference is this village
that the shwa% the Rev. W. N. Ding.
well, has thrown up the cure of the
parish in despair, says a recent Loa-
don report
"I have worked hard here for nearly
three years," said the vicar, in an In-
terview, "and it seems largely in vain.
I have spoken to the people per/tonally
and have implored them to come is
church, but they will not do it.
"No effort, either spiritual or ma-
terial, no concert, whether high-elan
or extremely 'popular,' no branch t.;
church activity that I have been able
to devise or carry on will induce the
people of Hook to come to churrb
'There is a population of 1,700 peo-
ple, but many of them absolutely re-
(um to attend church. In fart only
200 out of the 1.700 have attended
church, and some of these even are not
Hook people.
"The fact is that the village is spir-
itually asleep. They do not go to non-
conformist Wares of worship, nor de
they go golfing or motoring. They
have simply gone to sleep and they de
not give a thought to spiritual things"
The vicar has now departed for the
West Indies on a holiday voyage.
Some of the more enlightened inhah
Itants of "ragan Book.' are taking
around a large memorial paper asking
Christian and pagan alike to sign an
earliest entreaty to the reverend gen-
tleman to return to them.
THE FUR-LINED OVERCOAT.
Dressy Gentleman Will Carry the
Garment Inside Out on
His Arm.
The precise and high-priced Ulla
drew a chalk picture on the customer
who was -trying on," relates the Prov
idence Journal, stuck three pies in
him and said:
"The most radical change in gar
ments for gentlemen for winter wets
this year will oomo in the fur-lined
overcoat. We have been driven to It
by a detachable fur collar which has
made its appearance and which can be
fastened on to the permanent collar
of a $16 read3--m.1de topcoat in a way
that will puzzle an expert to detect its
on and off features. Of course, that
le:31s the fur collar for the rich and
'dressy' gentlernea who has a genuine
fur coat. We shall make the collar of
the expensive coat of the same ma-
terial as the cloth of the coat, or of
velvet, cut a little wider,, than the col.
tar of the ordinary coat.
"And muffs will not be sewed on the
sleeves of the Its-IA-class fur-lined coat
this season. They were always sug-
gestive of the crushed tragedian."
-How will people know that 'dressy'
arse wealthy gentlemen have tur-lined
coats?" inquired the custodian, anal
"They will carry them inside out on
their arms," replied the precise tailor.
Not the Clam.
•
Clam niggers are predicting a cold
winter toicause the clams are burrow.
tog deep. Just wi- v a clam should be
given credit for knowing more about
the weather than human beings is not
clesr. Soule animals may be credited
11/1111 superior instinctive impressions—
but not a clam.—Washington Star.
Exchange of Confidences,
Husband (during the honeymoon)—
/ was awfully nervous when I pro
posed to you. I was afraid you
wouldn't accept MP.
Wife—And I was awfully nervous
tot week." before you proposed. 1 was
afraid you WOUldlet"TAIIMIM
WM PROUD OF CLOTHES. CumErs TAIL
Canine That Is Very Much Dis-
tressed When Deprived of
Correct Apparel. IS HARMLESS
SO DECLARES PROF. JNO A.
BRASHER, THE ALLE-
GHENY ASTRONOMER.
Assures Anxious People That While
More Sun Spots Are Due
Earth is Safe.
Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 28.—Professor
John A. Brasher, the Allegheny as-
tronomer, says another big sun spot
.is due' about Fhday. He observed
firs small spots Monday. There is a
possibility that the large one that is
coming will disiqtegegrate, but the
present indications arc it will be at
hand. its full civet will be perceived
on the earth until the middle of next
week, when there may be electrical
disturbances caused by the great solar
phenontenon.
On Friday the spot should make its
appearance in the western part of
the sun. It will then gradually move
toward the central meridian, ariving
there in five or six days.
Brasher has made a photograph of
the great sun spot of last week. The s
spot was 135,000 miles long and is
plainly perceptible in the picture.
Professor Brasher says the state-
ment of Professor Mateucci of the
Nit. Vesuvius observatory, Italy, that
the earth will be in danger if it struck
by the tail of a new comet recently
discovered is nonsense. The Italian
astiononter decalres that the sub-
stance of the comet just discovered
%Al come in contact with the earth's
atmosphere toward the end of March,
oith consequence probably disastrous
to the world. The professor's opin-
ion is that the danger WI be brief
bitt acute. lie fears the atmosphere
will be iginted and that death will
follow.
"Stories of that kind make me an.
ery." said Mr, Brasher. "The tail
et a comet is more attenuated than a
puff of steam and if one should strike
Oic earth it would not be perceived so
icadily nor have as much effect as
the aurora berealie. It takes tno.000,
ow miles of a comet's tail to obscure
a etaç of the first magnitude. Of
course the comet itself is more solid.
The tail of a comet swept the earth
in tt with no harmful result. T
(!c.n't know which comet it was that
Niateucci discovered. Several new
',flea have been found lately."
NEW INDUSTRIES.
C:ganized During the Past Week.
I at tallo..ga. "Ft'1111 . Feb. 28—The
f-- 'owing industries for Kentucky
altO Teunessee arc reported by the
Tradesman:
Kentucky — Greensburg — $15,oncf
tarnpike company.
Milton—Cross-arms ind pin fac-
tory.
Cynthiana—Cigar factory; $2o.000
tobacco company.
Owensboro--$sossoo manufacotring
company.
Darts ille—$15.000 amusement com-
pany. 
.9 mi
Wsrsaw—Warehouse company.
Glaegow—Flouring Mill.
Lentisville—$23,000 coal tar pro-
dtte ts company.
Tennessee — Johnson City--$8.non
bottling works.
Brownsville—Canning factory.
Chat t anooga-4so,ono candy coin -
i•any.
Nashville—Phosphate and quarry-
trig compar
4se 000 powder
pans.
"Calhoun—Paint actory.
Memphis—$25.000 sanitary corn-
s-any: $20,000 frog and swatch com-
ratty.
Ethridge—Canning factory.
R I-Ickes:clod—Investment company.
COM-
SENTENc ESERMONS.
Airing our aches will never heal
them.
If you want to be happy, make
some one less sad.
This world is enriched by the good
more than by the clever.-
thc voice of conscience disturbs
you, silence it by obeying it.
A man's religion never dies so lolls
as it is doing something.
Everythinieis possible to !hose who
do not fear the impossible.
The light of love shows the true
self as the light of learning cannot.
Silent endeavor for things honor-
able has greater eloquence than silver
trumpet s.
Things that make woman feel Mee
are apt to make a man 'smile.'
. Old Custom Still Powerful.
In our secular literatore we speak
of "tongues of fire" and "fiery ser-
pents" as if we still believed in "The
little God of Fire," and that the zig-
zag lightning was a veritable serpent
darting athwart ihe heavens.
All the paper for the millions of
postage etamps Used in the United
States is manufactured at Mechanic
Falls, Mc. Once a month the firm
receive a requisition for h000000
sheets of the paper, and each sheet
will make 361 stamp.
B. F. Sears
.'RACTEAL SURVEl'Ors
County Work si
Old 'Phone 620-3. Tyler, Ky
J. K. HENDRICK,
J. G. MILLER
WM. MARBLP
Hendrick, Miller
arb Marble
LAWYERS.
Practice in all the courts of th•
State. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1,3, 3 and 4, Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
C. MANNINO SEARS, M.D.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377. •
E. H. PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Buildins,
$23 t-a Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New -Phone esio; Old 107 R
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law,
11.1, Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 419 BROADWAY
TELEPHONES:
Residence, 296; Office, 355.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Ree!
FLOURNOY & REED . sbi
LAWYERS
Rams to. ii and 12, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
• ALBEN W, BARKLEY:
Attorney at Law.
Room No. 5. Paducats
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky
Old Phone 1992.
OLIVER, OLIVER & McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky.. rear Bash
Marshall County: Paducah, Ky
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114 Old Phone 41304
•
R. T. !.IGHTFOOT
Will Practice in all Courts of Ken
tuciry.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)
Office 306 Broadway—Phone 130
Residence Szo Broadway.
Phone '49
0. D. Schmidt
'Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red.
PADUCAH. KENTUCKI
A. S DABNE Y
—DENTIST—
Truehart Building
TEL. etr R
NOTICE
Niftiest Prices Paid for Second-Hanl
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Soy 
anything arid sell rearydsing
Court Street: old nous
1316A.
Clem Fransiola.
ORATING WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION.
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Choose Your
Druggist
WITH THE SAME INTELLI-
GENT CARE THAT YOU SE-
LECT YOUR DOCTOR.
The ability and integrity of the man
who prepares your medicine is just
as important to you as the knowledge
and skill of the man who orders it.
You select your doctor because you
have confidence in his ability. Choose
your druggist for the same good rea-
son. The work of each depends for
its success on the work of the other,
At M'Pherson's drug store, no boy or
unregistered clerk is allowed to pre-
pare your medicine.
Read that over again and think
about it.
McPherson's
Drug Store..
- 
- -
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POPULAR WANTS. •
4
tt • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
FOR RENT—Elegant flats, Sev
en% and Broadway. Apply to B. :A
Scott.
For up-to-date cleaning and press-
ing garments go to Solomon the Tail-
or, 113 South Third St. Two 'phones.
WANTED—An experienced book-
keeper, address in own band writing
State salary wanted, age, married or
single, must give references. Address
"J." Care this office.
WANTAD--Experienced man to
deliver amd take orders for teas, cof-
fees and groceries. Apply J. R. Lane,
Mgr. Great Southern Tea and Coffee
Co.. 113 South Second.
LOST — Between the Kentucky
theatre and Cochran flats on North
Ninth, gold locket with monogram
'M. V. L'.' engraved, coutaining
lady's picture. Finder retrain to Reg-
ieter and eeceive reward.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 18 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer. New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Expert Accountant.
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit books by the day, week or the
job. Terms rea,oriable.
JOHN D. SMITH, JR., r18 Fra
PROSECUTE TOBACCO TRUST
Announcement Made After Confer-
ence of Government's Intention.
itifishington, Feb. a.—A decision
was reached at a conference at the
white house today that the prosecu-
tion inaugurated some time ago in
.New York against the tobacco trust
shall he continued. Announcement to
this effect was made at the conclu-
sion of the conference, which was
participated in by Attorney General
Bonaparte, Henry W. Taft of New
York, a brother to the secretary of
war, who until recently was in charge
of Ile prosecution of these cases, and
Henry L Stirnson, United States at-
torney for the southern district of
Ne w York.
•••••..
Ntace.
All parties having or claims
ainst the City of Paducah are re-
quested to file them with me before
noon today, ae the finance committee
the general council will meet in
my office at 2:30 o'clock this, aetfr-
norm.
AIXX KIRKLAND, Auditor.
U. E. Mitchell
AGENCY FOR
Fairbanks Morse & Co.
STATIONARY. PORTABLE AND
MARINE ENGINES, .PUMPS,
SCALES, WIND
-MILLS, ETC.
326-28 South Third Street
Phones: Old 481a. New 743
"BULLY" BUD ELROD IS
IN TROUBLE AGAIN
HE GOT DRUNK AND .WANTED TO TAKE EVERYTHING AND
EVERYBODY DOWN ABOUT SECOND AND KENTUCKY
AVENUE WHEN OFFICER C ROSS LOCKED HIM UP—CORA
GREER PAID FRIENDLY VIS IT TO JAIL, AND IS NOW A
PRISONER HERSELF OUT 0 N BOND—CHIEF COLLINS
HEARS THAT STONEW ALL FERGUSON IS ESCAPING
THROUGH COUNTRY ON B ICYCLE—POLICE BUSINESS.
For the first time in many months
"Bully" Bud Elrod had to be locked
up by the police last evening, and
be now occupies a cell at the city jail
charged with being drunk and dis-
orderly. He swore off drinking many
weeks ago, but fell off "the water
wagon' on coming to the city yester-
day from his home in the county.
Elrod got full of mean whiskey and
proceeded to take things down about
Second and Kentucky avenue, going
into Jenkins saloon where he raised a
racket and was asked out of the
establishment. Getting on the side-
walk be cordially invited Jenkins and
everybody else to come out and get
their hide filled with buck-shot or
anything "Bully" could supply them
with, but it seems they halt no desire
for this as none ventured out. Officer
Cross hurried down on hearing of
the trouble, and locked Elrod in a cell
at the jail. It was to the scene of this
trouble that Patrolman Johnson was
rushing when he accidentally shot
hintself in the foot.
Came Visiting; Got Arrested.
Two weeks ago Bud Dunn, Coots
Eggleston and others got into a knock
down and drag out fight in the alley
near Husbands between Fifth and
Sixth streets and were fined. Dunn
and others are now in jail, and .last
evening Cora Greer came down to
visit them. When she came upstairs
from the cell tier Lieutenant Potter
told her he guessed he would have to
lock her up also. as lie finds her
name included in the warrant. Fin-
ally he released her on her promise to
come to court this morning, so she
could spend last night with her six-
month-old baby. She claimed to the
officers that when the fight started she
picked her baby up and left the house,
therefore was not present when the
scrap happened.
Fast Driving.
'Henry Schou' was arrested last
evening by Officer Jones on the
charge of driving a horse through the
streets faster than allowed by law
Minor Picked Up.
Will Manor. colored, started walking
past the city hall yesterday evening
very drunk, and Officers Terrell and
Purchase walked out to the street,
took charge of him, and he was locked
in jail.
Ferguson on Bicycle.
(Thief Collins announced yesterday
that lie had learned that Stonewall
Ferguson escaped from this city upon
his bicycle, and that he was some
place going through the country over-
land making his escape. The chief
notified every surrounding city to
keep a lookout for him. It is found
bard to catch a man remaining in the
woods that way, as officers are miles
away and he cannot be intercepted as
easily as when he would go by the
DEMOCRATIC
LEGISLATOR
COUNTY DEMOCRATIC COM-
MITTEE MEETS TO MOR-
ROW AFTERNOON.
Some Want Primary and Others
Want Convention at Which
Party Candidate for Leg-
islature is Chosen.
.WOMMW
At 2 o'clock tomorrow afternoon
the county democratic committee,
meets at the 'county court house for
purpose of selecting the time and
manner of choosing the party candi-
date for the state legislature from
McCracken county to succeed Louie
P. Head, whose term of four years
expires the first of next January. It
I A not yet known whether the com-
mittee mill order a primary held, or
whether conventions will be held in
each precinct and delegates selected
and instructed to vote' for certain
ones at a county convention.
The state legislator is the only offi-
cer to be chosen this year, and it
takes about $500 to hold a primary at
w-hich voting is conducted at all the
precincts in both the city and county.
As there will not be over two or
three candidates for the nomination,
many argue that a primary would
cost them too much, hence some
favor the precinct and county con-
lion mode of procedure. •
The call for this meeting wag is-
sued February 21, or nine days ago.
—The Mite society of the First
Baptist church, meets this afternoon
with Mrs. Albert C. Wahl of via Clay
street. 
- ' ...me •
railroads to the large towns. The
officers take no stock in the afternoon
paper story that Ferguson. is in hid-
ing at the home of friends in the
county and is in daily communication
with his family by telephone.
Eloping Couple.
Chief Collins yesterday received a
long distance telephone message front
11fayfield asking that the Paducah
officers keep a sharp lookout for Miss
Eda Cobbs who ran away from that
city yesterday with some young man
and both are headed this way, bound I
for Illinois to be married. Immediate- i
ly the chief put the patrolmen on the
alert, but they have been eluded thus
far by the loving swain, who Arc pos-
sibly married by now.
Looking for Son.
Mrs. Ellen Greenwood of Rosedale,
Miss., has written the chief that she
has a small son, Barney Knight, who
lives with some family three miles out
in the county from this city and asked
the chief to find out who the family
was so the mother could communi-
cate with the young fellow. The chief
has not yet been able to locate the
chap
RECORD BREAKER
IN SMALLPDX
ONLY ONE CASE DEVELOPED
HERE THUS FAR THIS
WINTER.
The Record is Better Than for Years
Back, so States Keeper
Wheelis of Pesthouse.
•The best record the city has ever
had for many years back, is the pres-
ent time as regards the small pox
situetion here. For years back there
have always been between seventy-
five and one hundred cases of smelt
pox in this city during the winter
period, which is the season thtis dis-
ease is prevalent. This winter there
has developed only one case, and it
came into existence only a few days
ago, being a negro man residing on
I.angstaff avenue in Rowlandtown.
The form of sickness is not very vio-
lent, neither is it dangerous, there-
fore the man was not moved to the
quarantine station out beyond Oak
Grove cemetery, but left at his home
which no one is permitted to enter
or leave.
Mr. William Wheelis, keeper of the
pesthouse. stated yesterday that Pa-
t:nail's record this winter excels that
of any for years, lie has looked after
the small pox patients for )'ears, but
has not found it necessary to even
open the quarantine station since last
winter.
JACKSON FOUNDRY S. MACHINE CO.
heavy steam hammer forgings,
machinery and boilers repaired,struc-
tural iron for buildings, mill and
steamboat supplies. Have on hand
second-hand laudry machinery, boiler
and engine cheap.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
EVANS AGAIN
ON STAND
• 
(Continued from Page One.)
Perhaps the most Interested man In
the court-room yesterday was Dr.
Chas. G. Wagner, superintendent of
the insane hospital at Binghamton,
N. Y., whose cross-examination will
follow that of Dr. Evans. He occu-
pied a seat close to the rail and lis-
tened 'intent's.. Dr. Wagner is a
very different man from Dr. Evans
and htis cross-examination will be dif-
ferent. Dr. Evans talks flently and
cuter' into long explanations in an-
swer to every question asked him,
instead of giving the short simple
answers which the district attorney
desires. Dr. Wagner is calm and dig-
nified and so far on the stand has
answered questions briefly, concisely
and decidedly.
Jerome's Experts.
behind Mr. Jerome during the
cross-examination, sit three noted
alierfists—Drs. Charles MacDonald,
Austin Flint and Wm. Malson They
make notes of the testimony and Mr.
Jerome confers with them frequently.
It is &aid that all three of these alien-
itts will go on the stand in rebuttal.
While the district attorney has
stated that he will call Dr. Allen Mc-
Lane Hamilton to the witness stand,
there is little chance that he will be
able to testify. It is more than prob-
able that the rule of physicians and
patient will be invoked by the defence.
Dr. Hamilton was retained by the de-
fense soon after the lalling of 'Stan-
ferd White and saw Thaw in the
Tombs at the request of Thaw's law-
yers. When he examined Thaw it
was as a physician in Thaw's employ.
There is little chance that the court
will allow him to testify for the prose-
cation without a specific waiver by
the defense. Under the law relations
between phx,sicians and patients are
privileged amid a physician can not
only not be compelled to testify re-
garding them, but without permietios
of the patient still not be a!lowed to
do so.
If Mr. Jerome calls Dr, Hamilton
7mid questions him, the defense will,
without doubt, object and the court
%sill probably uphold the objection.
Probably the only thing that Mr. Je-
rome can gain by calling Dr. Hamil-
tor will be the possible effect on
the minds of the jury of the defense's
effort to keep him from testifying.
Mr. Delmas stated yesterday that
he expected to finish the defense's
direct case early this week, the sixth
week of the trial. If this is done, it
is likely that the case will go to the
jury within two weeks thereafter.
NOW THEY HAVE EVELYN
A BONNIE SCOTCH LASSIE
London, Feb. 28.—The Tic...spatters
here print stories from Glasgow and
Edinburg to the effect that the dis-
covery has just been made that Eve-
lyn Nesbit Thaw was born in a toll-
house on the Queen's Ferry road.
near Eidsnburg. The stories say that
her father, who is a railway plate
layer, still lives in Midlothian.
lier mother went to America. ten
years ago. taking Evelyn with her.
Before this Evelyn attended the
Davidson Mains village school, whose
teacher remembers her as a bonnie,
fair-haired child, with beautiful feat-
ures. The villagers remember her
also.
Another version is that Evelyn's
mother left fifteen years ago, and that
her father is now working in an oil-
producing village in the Scottish mid-
lands.
Whe.n Mrs. W. A. Clark, wife of the
Montana senator, entertains in their
Massachusetts avenue home Mrs.
Clark gives her guests a genuine treat
in a harp recital. She is a cultured
'musician, especially on the harp.
The island of Java is losing its su-
premacy as a ciffee producer. The
crop produced in Sumatra now almost
equals if.
POIFARM
TRANSFER
NEW QUARTERS WILL NOT
BE GOTTEN INTO UNTIL
MONDAY.
There Are Twenty-Six Patients,
Some of Whom Will Have to Be
Moved in Ambulances.
It will be impossible to move the
county poor farm today from he old
buildings on West Tennessee street
to the new ones in the Lone Oak sec-
tion of the county, as intended origi-
nally by Manager William Thompson.
He finds .that it is taking more time
to get things straightened out than
at first thought, and it will be im-
possible to make the move until Mon-
day.
Yesterday there arrived the J,i5oo
pound bake oven bought by the coun-
ty from the Jewell Stove company of
Detroit, Mich., and it will be taken out
today and set in position.
There are twenty-six pauper people
being cared for by the county at the
poor form, and next Monday when
the move is made some of them will
have to be taken in ambulances.
Sonic are helpless invalids and can-
not be transferred in anything but
ambulances, while the balance will
be taken out in vehicles, it being
about four miles from, the old build-
ings to the new ones.
The furniture and equipment used
heretofore will be left at the old build-
ing*, and Manager Thompson says
thee although the magistrates have
not yet told him what they would do
with it, he thinks the intention is to
sell all of it off. Everyting in the
Lone Oak bniltlings is new and noth-
ing old will be used.
CLAIM NOTICE.
McCracken circuit court. Felix G.
Rudolph, administrator of Fred A.
Hunter, plaiatiff, vs Equity. Hen•
r.etta Hunter, etc , defendants.
Ordered that this action be referred
to Cecil Reed, master commissioner
of MeCracken circuit court, to take
proofiof assets and liabilities of the
estate of Fred A. Hunter, deceased.
and all persons having claims against
said estate are required to properly
verify and file the tame before said
commissioner, on or before the 15th
447' of April. 1907, or they will be for-
ever barred from asserting any claim
against the assets in the trends of the
administrator of said estate unadmiti-
istered, and all persons are 'hereby
enjoined and restrained from collect-
ing their claims against said estate
except through this suit. And it is
ordered that this order be published
In The Paducah Daily Register as re-
quired by law.
Given under my hand, as clerk of
said court, Ns the 'lath day of Feb-
ruary, tow.
J. A. MILLER. Clerk.
By R. B. Hay, D. C.
Oliver, Oliver & McGregor, Attor-
neys.
Heiress apparent to $2oo.000,000,
Senora Creel, wife of the new Mexi-
can ambassador, is the richest wo-
man of the diplomatic set in *Lulling
ten, where many ere rich. Enrique
C. Creel, the ambassador, is far from
poor, but his jaa,000,000 dwindles to
paltry insignificance when ranged be-
side his wife's huge fortune. She is
the daughter of Gen. Luis Terrazaz.
of Chihuahua, owner of gold mine(
! and broad acres.
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Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderrna
Cream
Prevents and Cures Chap-
ped Rough Skin. Makes
the skin soft, smooth and
white. Semoves all blem-
ishes caused by the cold
winds.
DELIGHTFUL TO USE
AlFTER. SHAVING
For Sale only at,
BACON'S
DRUG STORZ
rAJUU1/11111/1fUl/IILIAJIIIII 11./1.11./to u 1./1/1.
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RIVER NEWS *.
Cairo, 3g4 rising.
Chattanooga, lot rising.
Cincinnati, 224 rising.
Evansville,ohnoosIf . tttel.oj4
Florence, 4.8 rising. t
Louisville, 84- rising.
Mt. Carmel, s7 falkng
Nashville, 19.7 rising.
Pittsburg, 4.7 falling.
St. I-Allis, z5.4 rising.
Mt. Version, 17.4 arising.
Paducah, 10.1 rising.
The steamer Kentucky came out of
the Tennessee river last night and
remains at the wharf here until s
o'clock tomorrow afternoon before
departing on her return that way.
This morning at g o'clock the steam
er Dick Fowler skips out for Cairo
and comes back tomorrow
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
yesterday aid hack tomorrow.
The John S. ilopicins comes in to-
day from Evanss ills cud gets out if
once on her return that way.
The Bottorff gets to Nashville to-
night, stays there until tomorrow.
when she departs for her return to
Paducah, getting here Sunday.
The City of Saltillo should get here
tomorrow night late en route to the
Tennessee river from St. I.ouis.
The Joe Wheeler has come out of
the Tennessee river.
The Georgia Lee left Cincin
yesterday and Roches here Sunday
fonts- flown foe Memphis.
'The Peters Lee left Memphis yes
terday and gets here tomorrow boun
Ill) fo7 Cincinnati.
The Charles Turner has been I
off the dry docks where she under
wcnt remodeling.
Harry Stanley is helping repair the
bcilers and engine, on the steamer
Condor on the marine ways
Engineer If. C. Stroed of Hender-
son is in the city.
The Fannie Wallace returns today
from Cairo where she took a barge of
fuel for the towboat Harvester,
which ran nut of coal while en route
up the Ohio river with thirty-eight
mil boats she is carrying to Pitts-
berg after fuel for the West Ken-
tucky Coal company of Paducah.
The Jo Wheeler got away yester.
day evening for the Tennessee river,
up which she goes as far as Chat.
tar.onga, Tenn.
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
AND GET RESULTS.
WHAT DO YOU THINK Of THIS?
Another big factory shipment of guitars that go at unbeerd of low
prices.
No. 1 . Best Guitar shown for the price, only  
No. 2. Guitar, Well Made, good tone, extra value  
No. 3. Guitar, Two Piece Back, bettor than No. 1 
No. 4. Guitar, Celluloid Edge, Two Piece Back, fine
finish. regular $3.5o guitar for.
No. 9. Solid Oak Guitar, Ladles size, very fine tone, guaranteed in
every way, worth Sea° for 
Other numbers from 445 to Sis.00.
Money back if our guitars don't wit you.
D.
1-15
1.90
35
tbne. fine
92.05
$3•95
.16 lga BONE albE•Wusola Music Man
At Harbour's Departnrnt Store
FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
P
GENUINE
TRADEWATER L-7747174:, patuitio
West Kentucky Coal C
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